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By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
stage is set for a partisan Senate
battle over raising the minimum
wage, but members of both parties want to finish the year's legislative business quickly so they
can campaign for re-election.

that they are itching to take to the
voters, and the leadership is trying to hold the agenda to a minimum to speed legislators' departure for the campaign trail.

While such target dates are frequently missed, leaders would
like Congress to adjourn for the
year by early' October. Thanks to
Although summer is just start- the August recess, that would
ing, most lawmakers' minds leave just nine weeks of legislaalready are focused on this tive work for 1996 — which
autumn's electoral battle for con- would mostly be spent complettrol of the White House anciCon.-- ing the 13 annual spending bills
gress. Many feel that last year's that keep government agencies
exhausting budget, fight left running and that were so controvRepublicans and Democrats with ersial a year ago.
clearly contrasting philosophies
"We don't have a whole lot of

time left," Senate Majority Whip
Don Nickles, R-Okla., said last
week.
Leading off will be the longrunning fight over the minimum
wage, which Democrats and President Clinton want to boost by 90
cents from the current $4.25 an
hour. Coming amid voter unease
over personal economic security,
Democrats think the bill helps
them politically whether it
becomes law or not, because of
opposition by most Republicans.
The House voted 281-144 in
. May to increase the minimum to
-$4.75 this July 1 and to $5.15 on
July 1, 1997. To ease the impact

on employers, the measure
includes some business tax
breaks.
But the proposal became
ensnarled in the, Senate, where
pro-business conservatives have
wanted to kill or weaken it and
Democrats have been insistent on
forcing a vote. Majority Leader
Trent Lou, R-Miss., and Minority
Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D.,
finally agreed to hold a vote
Tuesday while limiting both
sides' amendments.
But that's not to say the wage
will be increased. Led by Sen.
Christopher Bond of Missouri,
Republicans hope to dilute the

attle
plan's impact by exempting
employees of companies wish
less than $500,000 in gross
receipts, delaying its implementation and expanding the use of a
sub-minimum training wage for
newly hired workers.
Congressional approval of that
change would guarantee that
Clinton would kill the legislation,
Labor Secretary Robert Reich
said last week. "The president
will yea:tatty bill.zwith -this cynical amendment," he said.
Congress' major remaining
▪ See Page 2

Police are
investigating
Cuban plane
hijacked
two robberies
WORLD

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Cuban plane that took off from
Santiago in eastern Cuba today
was hijacked to the U.S. Naval
Base at Guantanamo Bay, a
U.S. official said.
The hijacker was being
questioned at the base, said
the official, asking not to be
identified. The official said that
passengers aboard the plane
indicated a desire to proceed to
their original destination.
Asked whether the hijacker
would be returned to Cuba
proper, the official had no comment except to say the United
States is strongly opposed to
airplane hijackings.

LOCAL

Tickets go
on sale for
fair concerts
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Music fans waited in line today
to buy tickets for acts including
Michael Bolton, George Strait
and Alan Jackson.
Tickets went on sale this
morning for those acts and several others at the Kentucky
State Fair.
Country duo Brooks and
Dunn are scheduled to kick off
the state fair concert lineup
with an Aug. 15 performance.
George Strait's Aug. 17 show
in Freedom Hall will be Strait's
fourth straight at the state fair.
Alan Jackson is the finale act
at the fair. He will play Freedom Hall on Aug. 25.

Parade float
winners listed
According to Tony Boyd, the
following awards were presented for entries in the Freedom Fest parade:
•Mostrypat .ptic — Calloway
County ssociation of Concerned Citizens.
'Most original — Briggs &
Stratton.
•Best of show — First Baptist Church.
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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

ence store on Highway 641.
According to Henry County
Sheriff Leon Williams, an
unknown white male reportedly
robbed the store on Highway 641
some time between the hours of 5
a.m. and 5:30 a.m.
Williams said the store's
surveillance cameras captured the
incident and are being reviewed
by authorities.
"We've got a video of the perpetrator and we're in the process
of reviewing it to get a still
photograph," Williams said.
"We're working closely with
Kentucky authorities to see if the
two incidents are related."
Murray police are searching
for a white male weighing
approximately 160 pounds wearing a blue and white striped
short-sleeved shirt and shorts.

Murray police are checking
into the possible connection of
two robberies which took place
moments apart in Murray and
Puryear early Saturday morning.
About 4:56 a.m., Murray officers were called to the Piggly
Wiggly grocery at the corner of
Highway 641 and Glendale Ave.
where employees there said a
man robbed the store of an undetermined amount of cash.
According to MPD Detective
Eddie Rollins, the individual
entered the store, demanded
money from employees and
threatened them as if .he was
armed, although no weapon was
seen.
The man then fled the store on
foot in an unknown direction,
Rollins said.
Moments after they were notiBecause of the proximity of
fied, officers combed the area
the two crimes and the times at
near the store for the man.
which they happened, Rollins
While Murray officers searchsaid he strongly believes they are
ed, Henry County authorities
connected.
were notified of an armed robbery at the Minit-Mart conveni- • See Page 2

Clinton tapes
more testimony
By SONYA ROSS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Clinton offered his second
videotaped testimony for a
Whitewater trial in 10 weeks, a
role his Republican critics called
evidence that the president has
breached The trust of the American people.
Clinton testified for two hours
and 20 minutes Sunday in the
case of Arkansas bankers Herby
Branscum Jr. and Robert M. Hill.
They are accused of illegally
using bank funds to reimburse
themselves for contributions to
political candidates — including
Clinton in 1990 when he ran for
governor and in 1991 when he
considered seeking the
presidency.

Country Music Fest '96 and Family Day in the Park were
just two of many events that brought the celebration of
Freedom Fest '96 to a close. The concert, which featured rising country stars Doug Supernaw (top right) and
Terri Clark (middle), drew a crowd of approximately
5,500 to Stewart Stadium Saturday night. Prior to the
concert, families gathered* the Murray-Calloway
County Park for a kid's parade, the Bark in the Park, and
food and games. Top left, festival goers enjoyed a free
buggy ride around the park. Bottom Ryan Miller, 4, was
all ready for his ride in the kid's parade.
Jim Mahanes and Scott Nanney
Ledger & Times photos

not confirm that.
Clinton has not been accused
of wrongdoing, but his testimony
prompted renewed criticism Sunday from Republicans, who said
he owes the nation a better explanation of his activities.
"It's pretty clear that the president has violated the trust that a
plurality of the American people
gave to him in 1992," Rep. John
Bochner, R-Ohio, chairman of
ings during World War II.
Before the testimony, defense
attorney Dan Guthrie said he
would ask Clinton about his
appointment of Branscum, a former state Democratic Party chairman, to the Arkansas Highway
Commission.
, Last week, a witness testified
at Branscum and Hill's trial in
Little Rock that then-Gov. Can=
ton asked whether Branscum
would make a good highway
commissioner after thumbing
through checks for thousands of
dollars in campaign contributions. Five weeks later, Branscum
was appointed to a 10-year term
on the commission.

Ward leaves MSU for new post
Charles W. Ward, director of
development and alumni affairs
at Murray State University, will
be leaving the university to

assume. a new position.

Afterward, a White House
Effedive—Tuly 18,Ward will
statement reiterated that Clinton
become the vice president for
is not the first president to testify
development at Newberry Colin a criminal trial. It cited U.S.
lege in Newberry, S.C.
District Judge Susan Webber
Ward has served at Murray
Wright's order that officials not
State since 1987, first as director
discuss the deposition until after
of development and later as
it is shown in court.
director of the combined develop"The president has consistentment and alumni unit.
ly stated that he will provide the
At Newberry College, his
court with whatever information
Deputy Whitewater prosecutor
responsibilities will include deveW. Hickman Ewing Jr. said Clinhe can offer, and today's deposilopment, alumni affairs and the
tion fulfills that promise," the ton's reason for the appointment alumni
association, college/public
'is not important because the -re
statement said.
-lations, parent relations, church
Branscum and Hill were said to bankers obviously were out to
relations and the Newberry Colhave been present for Clinton's curry political favor.
lege Foundation.
testimony. White House officials,
Ward was selected following a
citing the judge's order, would • See Page 2
nationwide search for qualified
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CHUCK WARD

"Although the past nine years
in Murray have been very good
to me and my family, this represented a career and personal
opportunity that could not be
denied," he said. "The vice presidency at Newberry meant a notable advancement and the South
Carolina location will bring our
family closer to relatives."
Ward was involved in the
development of a fund-raising
system which won a prestigious
national honor in 1990.
The Council for the Advance-,
ment and Support of Education
(CASE), headquartered in
Washington, D.C., selected MSU
as its Gold Medal recipient for
improved fund-raising
performance.

candidates.
According to Ward, the Newberry offer was timely.
•See Page 2
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At least 17 are killed
in state over holiday

III Wage...
FROM PAGE 1
task will be to enact the 13
appropriations bills for fiscal
1997, which begins Oct. 1. So
far, the House has passed seven
and the Senate just one. The
House plans to consider two next
week: one covering the departments of Health and Human Services, Labor and Education, the
other financing Congress itself.
Last year, it was the failure to
enact several domestic-agency

Ledger
La8A' &Times
-tee*.Whitrrarft

spending bills that produced two
partial federal shutdowns, which
polls showed_ produced political
nightmares for Republicans.
As a result, House and Senate
GOP leaders have talked about
sending the White House temporary measures by September that
would finance all of government
through March. If Clinton went
along, that would remove the
possibility of another federal closure amid the fall campaigns, and
postpone battles over details of
the bills into next year.
So far, members of the House
and Senate Appropriations committees oppose the idea, and it is
unclear what Republicans will

end up doing.
- Also looming on Congress'
schedule:
—Senate debate of a GOP bill
that would ease rules governing
the creation of workermanagement groups outside of
collective bargaining. Pro-union
Democrats are relying on Clinton
to veto it.
—Legislation trimming the
federal gasoline tax by 4.3 cents
per gallon through December,
which the Senate would consider
if Clinton signs the minimum
wage bill. Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole proposed
the rollback before leaving_ the

Senate to campaign full time.
—A bill making it easier for
many people to obtain health
insurance and keep it when they
change jobs. It has been bogged
down over GOP demands for a
pilot project testing the use of
tax-exempt medical savings
accounts.
—House consideration of
legislation discouraging same-sex
marriage, which Clinton has said
he will sign.
—A joint House-Senate session on Wednesday to hear an
address by newly elected Israeli
Prime Minister Benjamin
Neianyahu.
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Explosion* •Ward...
injures one

of directors of Murray/Calloway
County United Way, MSU Federal Credit Union board of directors
"It is with mixed emotions that
LifeHouse Care Center for
and
I leave Murray State," he said.
Women
board of trustees.
long
"Many of us have worked
His expertise has also been
hours to build an effective fundraising operation at MSU. I extended as a Prison Fellowship
believe it has been successful." Volunteer for Kentucky, a volunDuring Ward's directorship, teer recruiter for the United
States Naval Academy, fundraisthe Murray State Alumni Associ- ing co-chairman and program
ation was reorganized and alumni chairman for the Murray Rotary
chipters experienced growth _not -Club _an4.. president-- of _ CASEonly. across Kentucky, but on a Kentucky.
regional and national level.
He has also been actively
It was also during this time
that MSU developed a national involved in humanitarian and
telemarketing program and a mission work in Vietnam through
deferred/planned giving program. Vets With a Mission, Rotary
MSU alumni have also become International, MSU and Hardin
more involved in political adv,-- Baptist Church.
West graduated with a bachelor
cacy with the General Assembly
on matters affecting MSU of science degree in business
through its Alumni Legislative administration from Southern Illinois University in 1975 and was
Network.
Ward's record of service has awarded a master's degree in
extended far beyond the Murray organizational communication
State campus to many community from MSU in 1992.
He is a member of the MSU
organizations and projects that he
Association, a life member of the
has .represented.
A 1994 graduate of Leadership SIUE Alumni Association and
Murray, he has been a member of National Society for Fund Raisthe Murray Lions Club, the board ing Executives.
FROM PAGE 1

A boat explosion Sunday at
Kenlake Marina left only one
person with minor injuries.
Authorities did not release the
names of the two people in the
boat, but said a man had been
taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital for treatment of minor
cuts and burns and a possible
broken -arm.
The 35-foot cruiser exploded
about 6:45 p.m. in a small cove
several hundred feet behind the
cabins at Kenlake Marina.
The Marshall County Rescue
Squad and the Aurora-Ross Fire
Department pulled pieces of the
wreckage to shore.
The Kentucky Water Patrol
will continue its investigation
regarding the cause of the
explosion.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
0-1-6
Pick 4
2-5-1-4
Lotto
'1-4-16-18-20-31

PAPER?

Call the c:rculation dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Murray Ledger .1 T,me (USPS 308-700)

•Clinton...

FROM PAGE 1
Clinton also may have been
asked about the withdrawals,
Sponsored by:
arranged by Bruce Lindsey, at the
Shell
Lime Clinton's campaign treasurer
and now one of his closest White
House aides. Guthrie said June 19
Maturing?
that Lindsey was to be named an
unindicted co-conspirator in the
case, but prosecutors have not
How About An Annuity?
done so publicly.
Woodmen's Flezbk Premium and Single Premium
Lindsey has said the withdrawDeferred Annuity plans are competitive alternatives to
als were reported on campaign
other savings plans. The initial guaranteed rate* for •
finance forms after the election,
amounts over $5.000 is:
and there was no reason to hide
James R. Jackson
0
them. However, documents from
Woodmen B14
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the Arkansas secretary of state's
for ikt Jl,i moult art
3rd Si Maple, Murray
dies ow wry sway w
753-8113
office
showed the items were
k !KW ut
listed in a way that made it
1-s- pow
k Woodmen
impossible to determine how
of the World
Ask your Woodmen representative about our Flexible
much went toward getting voters
Life Insurance Society
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to the polls.
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PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —
What caused a roaring jet engine
to blow apart on takeoff, tear into
the cabin and kill a mother and
son is not yet known. But investigators are sure of one thing
they've never seen an accident
like it.
"This is a totally new phenomena," National Transportation Safety Board member
George Black said Sunday after
investigators gathered the shattered pieces that ripped open a
Delta Air Lines jet fuselage like a
tin can.

Save thousands of dollars by RESTORING, not replacing
your old worn driveways, walkways, patios, or parking lot.
We can transform your old worn, damaged or stained
concrete surfaces into a beautiful new finish. This durable
wear coat is a high-strength polymer concrete coating,
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out how this unique system can transform your concrete
into an exciting new finish. FREE ESTIMATES.
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AND CARPET WORLD USA...
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By BILL KACZOR
Associated Press Writer

CONCRETE - RESTORATION
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its left engine — mounted on the
side of the fuselage near the tail
— blew apart after it caught fire.
Within seconds, flying pieces
of metal ripped a gash about a
foot wide and more than 4 feet
long across the side of the plane,
killing Anita Saxton, 39, her son
Nolan, 12, and injuring two of
her other children. Derek Saxton,
15, suffered a-small burn on his
shoulder and his 9-year-old sister,
Spencer, had a long gash on her
face and a broken leg.
Saxton, of rural Scottville,
Mich., had been vacationing with
three of her five children in the
Pensacola area.
Five other passengers were
also injured, and some seated
near Saxton's seat No. 37 said
they escaped the flying metal by
inches.
A chunk of , fuselage barely
missed David Tourtellotte's
14-month-old daughter Emma. It
hit her car seat instead.
"All hell broke loose," said
Tourtellotte, of Clifton, Va..
"We had blood all over our legs
and shoes. I was thinking, save
my baby, save my wife. I don't
want to die."
Passenger Ernie Lazos of Medford, N.J., said there was an
explosion and an odor on the
plane. "You just heard this
pop."

Charlie Adams - Pharmacist

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glendale at Whitnell

753-4175

individual was involved in both
incidents."
The managers of both" establishments had no comment on the
incidents.
Both agencies are continuing
individual and joint investigations into the incidents.

Juvenile arrested
in connection
to burglaries
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Murray police arrested a juvenile Sunday in connection with a
string of recent burglaries at the
Murray Board of Education.
Murray Police Detective Mike
Jump has been investigating the
burglaries in which lap-top computers and other items were taken
from the offices in the past
month.
After discovering a broken
window, MPD officers found the
17-year-old white male inside the
building about 2:30 a.m. Sunday.
Jump said the juvenile confessed to all three burglaries at
that time.
"We've had problems with this
individual before. Every time we
catch him doing something, he
confesses," Jump said.
The juvenile was found in possession of burglary tools as well
as some property from the building, aceording to police logs.
,He carrentles one count of
third-degree burglary, possession
of burglary tools and one felony
count of receiving stolen
Property.
Other charges are pending
against him, Jump said.
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--The fatalities continued-11ns.
morning. Kentucky State Police
worked a single-car accident in
Rowan County in which two peopie were killed. No other details
were immediately available.

IN Police...
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of colors. Monsanto
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and
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weekend for traffic fatalities. "It
was a horrible'weekend," Walton
said.
The fatalities also included a
min struck by a pickup truck
while lying in the road and
another man who struck a tree
while riding an all-terrain
vehicle.
Maya Martinez, 39, of Berry,
was lying on Rocky Ford Road
about 12'A miles north of Cynthiana when he was hit by a Toyota
pickup shortly before 1 a.m. EDT
Sunday, state police said. Martinez was pronounc
scene. file' driver 1---e'
-4po
was not injured.
The -accident remained under
investigation.
Meanwhile, a Calvert City man
was killed when he lost control of
his ATV, ran off Blackford
Church Road in Crittenden County and struck a tree, state police
said. The victim, Joe Frizzell, 35,
was thrown 30 feet and died of
massive had injuries, police
said. He was pronounced dead at
the scene.

Engine failure behind Delta crash

the House Republican Conference, said on CNN's "Late
Edition."
They found a 100-pound tita"And the question is ...
whether the American people nium hub inside the engine that
ought to give the president four had broken into two pieces, and
more years when he won't stand shards of metal that flew for hunup and tell them the truth about dreds of yards. One piece landed
what's happened in his admi- 600 feet east of the runway;
another landed at a Pensacola
nistration," Boehner said.
But Sen. Paul Simon, D-Ill., a Junior College athletic field a
member of the Senate Judiciary quarter mile to the west.
Committee and the now-defunct
"No one in this particular
Senate Whitewater Committee:
room
with an awful lot of maintesaid Clinton did not abuse his
nance
experience had seen this
office — unlike the "direct pressort
of
failure before, not a hub
idential involvement in the abuse
failure,"
Black said. "We only
of power" of the Watergate scanknow
it
separated.
We do not
dal during_ the Nixon
know
why."
administration.
Packed with holiday travelers,
"If the president were not testifying, then I would feel very Delta Right 1288 was speeding
uncomfortable,- Simon told down the runway Saturday when
CNN. "But the fact that he is
willing to do so, I think, i,s a credit to him."
Branscum and Hill are charged
with illegal using hinds from FROM PAGE 1
their Perryville, Ark., bank and
"We think they're probably
trying to conceal from the Inter- connected," Rollins said. "The
nal Revenue Service large with- individual who robbed Piggly
drawals the Clinton gubernatorial Wiggly had his face covered by a
campaign made in 1990 for get- ski mask, but we are in the proout-the-vote efforts.
cess of getting information from
Sunday's testimony was Clin- Henry County to see if the same
ton's second in 10 weeks.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — At
least 17 people were killed in
traffic accidents across Kentucky
during the Fourth of July holiday
period, Kentucky State Police
said.
The death toll ,included three
people on the actual holiday
Thursday, four the following day,
and eight on Saturday, police
said.
An infant injured in a Friday
accident in Breckinridge County
died in a Louisville hospital Sunday, bringing the toll to 17.
"Wa-horrendous;" -sdid a-state•
4
fern,
who didn't want to be identified.
"It's making me sick every time
we get another teletype" with a
report of a fatal accident.
It appeared that at least 12 of
the people killed weren't wearingseat belts, she said. The 6-monthold infant who died Sunday was
not in a child restraint seat when
the crash happened, Breckinridge
County authorities said.
State trooper Glenn Walton
said the weather was nice during
the holiday weekend, leaving
police:
- loss -to - explain- the
high toll.
"Maybe there were just more
people on the roads with the
weather," Walton said. He said
he couldn't remember a worse
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On June 20, First Lady Judi Patton visited the orthopedic and otology
(hearing) clinics at the Commission for Children with Special Health Care
Needs in Louisville. After meeting with young patients, their families, and the
doctors and nurses who care for them, Mrs. Patton said of the Commission,
"This Is the best kept secret In Kentucky!"
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The Calloway County Farm Service Agency said last week that,
preliminary data from sign up for
the seven-year program indicates
good farmer participation. Farmers
should be aware that when the July
12 deadline passes, their chance to
earn government farm benefits will
be over for seven years.
The numbers from the Calloway
County FSA Office show 1,179
farms enrolled, county wide, going
into the last week of the one-time
sign up period ending on July 12.
This represents about 80 percent of
the eligible farms in the county.
Everyone who grows a crop or owns
a farm should be aware that if they
miss this chance to participate, they
are throwing money away. Even an
acre could possible mean $200 in
extra income.
Contact the Calloway County
FSA Office at 753-1781 for more
information on how you can ensure
your farm benefits.
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Billy flay eyetirteceitme outfront hie
V$dSObhuut at Ti fikoneptet
1850 In TVA's Land Between the Lakes to pose for photos and sign
autographs for the fans In attendance. Scenes for the vlaeo "Trait of lea;s •
were shot along the National Recreation Area's scenic backroads, Hematite
Lake at LBL's Environmental Education Area, and the Homeplace-1850 living
history farm. The crew also shot footage of Billy Ray riding hlq Hooey
motorcycle across the Henry R. Lawrence Memorial Bridge, which CHASM'
Lake Barkley at the east entrance of LBL. The video's story line mite's
around a motorcycle road trip along the original Trail of Tears, the path aboi it
20,000 Cherokees were forced to march In the early 1840's when they we,e
evicted from their Southern home and relocated West. Nearly one quithier
died of disease and exhaustion on the march. Notorious Pictures, the video:.
producers, searched out locations along and near the original Trail of 1aeiv

The cost of Kentucky birth certi- fled copy, which supplies more
ficates will go up $2 on July 15, information, or a. wallet-size plastic
according to state Department for- --card. The plastic birth cards are- not
Health Services officials.
acceptable for school enrollment
The higher fees will be applied to
Copies can be requested in person
requests for birth certificates post- at the Vital Statistics Office
in
marked on and after July 15. The Frankfort at 275 E. Main St., first
increasi- also will apply to walk-in floor. The wait is usually between
applicants requesting certificates at one and two hours.
Because it has been an important center of civilization F.,
the Cabinet for Human Resources
2,000 years, Rome is called the eternal city.
building in Frankfort at 275 E. Main
St., beginning July 15.
Birth certificates will be $9 due to
Jane Hall, instructor of accounting at Murray State University, presents John
fee
increases authorized by the 1996
Mark McDougal of Murray, the Outstanding Graduate Student in Accounting
General
Assembly. Out of the new
Award at the university's annual Honors Day program In May. He is the son of
Johnny and Charlotte McDougal of Murray and is married to Christina Z. fee, $3 will go toward child abuse
prevention programs. Prior to the
McDougal. He received his M.B.A. In May 1996.
increase, $1 went toward these
programs.
To get a certified copy of a birth
certificate registered in Kentucky,
complete and mail an order form
(1) Tuesday & Wednesday lunch $1.00 off buffet.
(available at local health departments)or write to the Vital Statistics
(2) Tuesday SENIOR CITIZEN DAY 20% off.
Office,Cabinet for Health Services,
275 E. Main St., Frankfort, KY
(3) Wednesday kids eat FREE.
40621-0001. Include a check or
money order for $9 for each copy.
(4) Thursday we're stepping into the 50's. 2 buffets for $10 gil 1
Copies can be ordered by telephone and charged to the caller's
Visa, MasterCard, Discover or
(5) Sunday show us your church bulletin and get 10% off,
American Express account. Telephone orders cost an extra $5. To
I promotion per customer, per vist1
order by telephone, call (502) 5644212 and press "0" for an operator.
Hours: Tues.-Sat. 11-9, Sunday 11-3
Birth certificates can be requested without an order form by
641 North Murray • 759-1712
providing the following information: full name as it would appear on
the certificate, mother's maiden
name, date of birth and county of
birth.
Specify whether you want a certi-
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Brain Attacks — From 9-11 a.m.
on Saturday., August .17, this seminar will deal with "brain attacks," or
strokes. MCCH emergency medi'line specialist Dr. Jerry Edwards,
neurelogiet—Dr,--Jen--14.—
Gustafson and Dr. Harvey Tilker of
Four Rivers Clinical Research will
conduct the program.
They will discuss stroke symptoms, how to react if you experience
them and information about new
advancements in stroke treatment.

Cost of certificates to rise
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conservative to surgical, including
total joint replacement of the hip
and knee.
Dr. Charette recently completed a
three-month fellowship in Indianapolis. The fellowship included the
latest techniques and advancements
in hip and knee joint replacement
stressing accelerated rehabilitation
and cost containment.
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Df. Mittie Southeriand, associate professor in political science, criminal
Justice and legal studies at Murray State University, presents Bitty Mathis of
Dexter, Ky.;-111i117Utalarldna-Stildeill In Wrath:As-kV/8N lififiS-uavertilfyl
annual Honors Day program in May. He is the son of Don and Joyce Mathis of
Almo and Is married to Teresa Mathis. A May 1996 graduate of Murray State,
Mathis majored In criminal justice and minored in psychology.

Saturday Seminars, offered
throughout the year by Murray-Calloway County Hospital, help you
become better acquainted with topics affecting your health. Saturday
Seminars are free,open to the public
and take place in the hospital's Third
Floor Education Unit.
To preregister for any of these
seminars, callit4:30 p.m. on the
Thursday prior to the program date.
Call (502) 762-1384 or toll free 1800-342-6224.
Treatment Alternatives For Arthritis Of The Hip And Knee —
From 9 a.m. until noon on July 27.
Iris program will be presented by
board certified orthopedic surgeon
Dr. Ray Charette and other healthcare professionals.
The seminar will cover the nature
of and various forms of arthritis of
the hip and knee. Discussion will
cover a range of treatment from

Timothy Hinton of Murray is the
recipient of a People's Bank Scholarship from Murray State University.
The People a Bank Scholarship Is
awarded to a student who is a
graduate of Murray or Calloway
County High School and has maintained an outstanding academic record. Hinton is a 1996 graduate of
Murray High School and plans to
major in pre-medicine. He Is the son
of Frank and Barters Hinton. While
in high school he was a member of
the poweriifting team, football and
track teams, Fellowship of Christian
Athletes, HI-Y, French Club and the
Future Homemakers of America.

Wherever you go
go on Cooper tires!

Meeting
scheduled
July 13
The 58th annual members' meeting of the West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corporation
will be held in Graves County July
13 at 2 p.m. at the Farmington
Elementary School in Farmington.
Registration will begin at 1 p.m.
West Kentucky RECC manager
Michael L. Alderdice will deliver
the welcoming address to be followed by various reports, including
his annual message to the members.
Three directors will be elected for
three-year terms during the meeting.
The nominating committee met
May 9 and nominated Virginia
Baker, Marshall County; Jewell
Conner, Graves County; and William Murdock, Calloway County.
Benny Adair, Marshall County, was
nominated by petition.
Attendance prizes will be
awarded at the conclusion of the
meeting including some children's
prizes.
We can provide information and coverage for your

FARM
Harold "Jack" Romein•
Licensed in KY & TN
759-1033 or 753-0873
401 S. 12th St. • Murray

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 7E3-1111

Well always be there for you.
Shelter Insurance Cos Kerne Once Columbia MO
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Retirement Center

1204 Utterback Rd. • Murray, 1(y

Hickory Woods Retirement Center announces its
Ground Breaking on July 9, 1996, at 11:30 A.M.

Ask about Shelter's
LIFE, CAR. HOME,
BUSINESS
coverages too

WAREHOUSE TIRE

•

Hickory Woods

INSURANCE

*American-Made ... Ouatity You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon•Fri
7-5
Sat 7-Noon

4141) Bile4

For more information visit the Marketing Office
at 1608 Hwy._ 121 By Pass, Murray, Ky., '
or call Marketing Director, Katherine Morris at

1
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Fancy Farm to have rules

ALICE •ROUSE
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'Where there ts no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

FROM OUR READERS
Comments sought for plan
Dear Editor:
- ±am writing to inform you and your readers of the government's call
'for pulitic comment on the Daniel Boone National Forests management
plan.
Why be interested in the forest, you ask?
Forests help make ,healthy lives possible: Forests are the most
effective means of flood control. Forests provide us with the majority of
the world's medicine. Forests are the sources of our clean air and clean
water, and forests provide food an fiber for countless species, including
US.

The Daniel Boone National Forest is also important because it
provides a place where the public can go to enjoy the natural beauty of
our state. With increasing development and destruction of land across
the Commonwealth, the Boone is a refuge for people seeking green
space and for the highest concentration of endangered species in the
State.

If we want to protect these values into the future, it is urgent that we
write to the U.S. Forest Service before September 19 to tell the agency
how we think the Daniel Boone should be treated.
Currently the Forest Service allows intensive logging, gas and oil
dnlling, mining, and off road and vehicle four-wheeling on the Daniel
Boone. These practices are destroying the beauty and health of the forest,
and costing millions of taxpayer dollars, according to the government
itself.
We all lose if our forest is not allowed to grow tall and evolve
naturally. Please do something for our Commonwealth today. Write:
U.S. Forest Service, 1700 Bypass Rd., Winchester, KY 40391, Attn.
Forest Plan
Chris Schimmoeller
660 Mi Vernon Ridge, Frankfort, KY 40601

r

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

The Independent, Ashland
Six years after its passage, a Kentucky law designed to provide
an incentive to keep teens in school has failed to achieve its major
objective Kentucky's dropout rate in grades nine through 12 has
risen from 3 percent to 3.6 percent since the law's passage.
Does that mean the law is a failure? If it were applied uniformly
in every school district in Kentucky, we think the law would have a
positive impact both on keeping kids in school and having them
work harder to maintain passing grades.
Under the law, youths under the age of 18 who are not in school
or W ho are not receiving passing grades can have their driver's
licenses revoked. Proponents of the law argued that the threat of
losing their driving privileges would be a strong enough incentive
to keep many marginal students in school. If that's true, why hasn't
Kentucky's dropout rate decreased since the law's passage?
Well, one reason is that the law is not evenly applied. District
court judges can return licenses to students if the students demonstrate the loss Will create a hardship, such as not being able to drive
to work.
he law also is optional for school districts. Sixty-six of the
state's 176 school districts do not take part. ...
It is unfair for young people who drop out or fail their classes in
some school districts to lose their licenses, while teens who do the
same thing in other districts receive no punishment.
If legislators are serious about using driving privileges as an
incentive for keeping kids in school, it needs to plug the loopholes
in this law.
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
Last week, the Department of Employment Services learned how
much people value the access provided by its 60 statewide offices.
An employee committee recommended 32 offices be closed to
cope with reductions in federal funding. According to the proposal,
efficiency would be improved if offices that don't do mach business shut their doors — a reasonable suggestion.
But the reaction from those in favor of keeping the offices open
was loud and strong. ...
Another idea from last week is clearly worth pursuing. Deputy
Cabinet Secretary Crit Luallen said that the Workforce Development Cabinet, of which the Department of Employment Services is
a part, would look at a middle layer of bureaucracy that administers
the local offices to make the necessary cuts.
Great idea.
Kentucky — and all states — are going to have to cope with
more cutbacks in federal programs over the next several years.
Pulling back on outreach and services may be unavoidable. But
flattening the bureaucracy is a better place to start.
Private-sector organizations have learned — with great pain —
how to remove layers of administrative management that were
necessary decades ago. With better management practices and
effective use of technology, companies have discovered they can
actually be more efficient with fewer mid-level bureaucrats. ...
Other states and many local governments have adapted the lessons of the private sector to the government. There is no reason to
believe that Kentucky cannot follow their lead. ...

Just drop us a line ...
0

Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not-be published). Letterkshatild be type-,
written and should be on topics of general interest Letters must not be
mom than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — To
witness the disintegration of
civrtrty- and substance in politics;
one—has—Ivact to-look -na---fprther t
than the annual Fancy Farm picnic. And that should be surprising
and troubling all by itself. •
For 360-plus days a year, Fancy Farm itself is a quiet hamlet
barely large enough to catch the
eye along Kentucky 80 west of
Mayfield on the road to, well, on
the road to nowhere really.
Twenty-odd miles past Fancy
Farm, Kentucky 80 ends quietly,
dead-ending into the even smaller
Kentucky 123 between Columbus
and Berkley. The road et:MILS-from Pikeville,-winding hundreds
of lonely miles across southern
Kentucky, in many ways the
political and economic backwater
of the state.

CAPITOL IDEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysis
"s food — rich, smoky mutton,
pulled pork and, in the cafeteria,
homemade pies and desserts rich
enough to sate even the sharpest
sweet tooth. It remains one of the
best things about the picnic.
At some point, the politicians
discovered _all those. people
gathered at St. Jerome in the
sweltering heat of summer in the
Purchase. It was an uneasy union
and remains so.
The picnic organizers let the
politicians speak under the broad
branches of a giant oak in front
of the old parish. Some say it was
the hot air and vitriol that killed
the tree. Others point to lightning
and leave the obvious divine
implications unspoken.
The politicians brought more
people, which was OK with the
picnic organizers, because it
meant more money. Sure, people
had to endure the speeches and
having their hands grabbed, but
the bingo barn was a refuge and
there was always the cafeteria
and all that food. The crowds

This year will mark the 116th
renewal of the annual picnic at
Fancy Farm. It started out as a
simple homecoming. The families
and children who had left the
Graves County farms returned.
The homecoming centered, as
all things do at Fancy Farm,
around St. Jerome Catholic
Church. The parish began taking
advantage of the return to raise
money and that remains the central reason for the existence of
the picnic.
Where there is a picnic, there

picked up, but the interlopers
were generally pleasant enough.
The politicking has always
been fairly spirited at Fancy
Farm. This was no staged-fortelevision debate. Everybody got
their allotted time and lit into the
other side. Audience participation
was almost expected. tut the participation was limited to the
occasional boo, hiss or disparaging remark.
Something has changed in
recent years, though. Campaigns
began hauling their supporters
into Fancy Farm to pack the
crowd. It began degenerating into
a contest about who could bring
in the most people who could, in
turn, shout the loudest, make up
the stupidest signs and generally
make the greatest nuisance of
themselves. The sides became
blurred to the point they were
indistinguishable.
By the 1995 picnic, taking
place in the heat of the governor's race, things had hit rock
bottom. The concrete pad in front

of the speaker's stand at the picnic was packed with political ruffians intent only on drowning out
someone else.
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfieid of
Hopkinsville, a political neophyte, nearly got into a shoving
match. There were people in costumes. There were air horns and
artificial noisemakers.
Neither the participants nor the
politicians had the good sense to
be embarrassed by the display.
But the locals were. Their picnic
had turned into a free-for-all.
And they were embarrassed.
Sadly, there are going to be
rules at the Fancy Farm picnic.
They are minimal, to be sure. No
artificial noisemakers. The concrete pad will be roped off so the
clowns can be annoying off by
themselves and bother the fewest
number of people.
And a master of ceremonies
will be brought in, rather than
just using a local politician.
There is no word about whether
the moderator will be issued a
whip, a chair and a gun to keep
the animals in line.
The really telling thing will be
whether the campaigns and political parties can restrain
themselves.
Mark R. Chellgren is the
Frankfort correspondent for The
Associated Press.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Lexington Herald-Leader
For years now, a variety of state agencies, presumably wearing
protective clothing and gas masks, have been mucking around in
the political cesspool known as the Kentucky Association of Counties. The, uh, "stufr•state investigators have dug up there is of the
Q-rated variety (not recommended for viewing by queasystomached taxpayers).
Among the lowlights:
— Luxury cars and country club dues provided to KACo
officials.
— Board meetings in Florida that cost more than $50,000, some
of which was spent on such business activities as fishing cruises
and in-room movies.
— The $100,000 sweetheart loan to former KACo president Fred
Creasey — which he used to start a company that worked exclusively for KACo, administering the organization's insurance programs. ...
— The $500,000 annual payments to a company headed by former Franklin County Judge-Executive Robert Harrod for adminis-

tering a trust that makes loans to counties. For at least a couple of
the years these payments were made, almost half the money went
for Harrod's salary and bonuses. ...
If your digestive tract is rumbling and grumbling after reading
this recounting of past KACo activities, it's because the organization is funded by tax dollars it gets in the form of membership dues
and insurance premiums paid by county governments.
Now comes word from the state Insurance Department that
KACo's liability insurance program has run up a $9.4 million deficit, which means you — through your county governments — are
going to have to dump more tax dollars into the cesspool.
What's truly puzzling after years of these revelations is why the
KACo membership has done so little to exert more control over the
organization's operation, which for too long has been in the hands
of the same good ol' boy network. ...
Why haven't they? That's a question you might want to ask your
county leaders.

Dole hopes Clinton will sink
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
words of one syllable, Bob Dole
was describing the campaign toll
he sees — or hopes — successive
White House controversies will
take on President Clinton. "Drip,
drip, drip," he said of the accusations and admissions Republicans
believe will erode Clinton's
standing in the eyes of the voters.
The latest round of public
opinion polls indicates that may
be happening now. But waiting it
out is a passive course for a challenger with a case to make for
change. And Dole, served up an
opportunity to press integrity as
an issue against Clinton, hedged.
"It'd be viewed as being political," he said in an NBC television interview.

PERSPECTIVE ON

Campaigns usually are.
Dole, an acid, harsh campaigner earlier in his career, has dealt
gingerly with the pileup of problems at the White House — the
Whitewater convictions of two
former business associates; the
admittedly improper collection of
FBI files in a mismanaged White
House security office; the Little
Rock trial involving donations to
Clinton's last campaign for governor and the role of a senior aide
to the president, although neither
is accused of wrongdoing.
And now the contested, unsubstantiated accusations of personal
misconduct and sloppy security at
the White House, as detailed in a
book published by a former FBI
agent assigned there until 1995.
"It is filled with lies and distortions and mischaracterizations
and trash," Clinton's spokesman,
Michael McCurry said.

•

The author, Gary Aldrich,
defended the book but could
deliver no proof of his allegations
when he was interviewed on
ABC's "This Week With David
Brinkley" last Sunday, over
White House protests. He hedged
his published allegation that Clinton slipped secretly from the
White House to late-night trysts
at a nearby hotel, calling that a
mere possibility. Two other TV
interview programs canceled
Aldrich appearances.
The White House and the Clinton campaign complained that
Aldrich was being given a platform for lurid, unverified charges
that wouldn't have met the standards of a supermarket tabloid.
The point is sound. But the
episode is one more drip of controversy in the sequence confronting the White House.
Two new public opinion polls

pou-rics

indicate that the FBI files and
Whitewater cases may be affecting Clinton's standing. Majorities
said they do not believe that the
files were obtained because of an
honest, bureaucratic mistake, as
the president has said repeatedly.
An ABC-Washington Post poll
showed nearly half believe Clinton did something illegal in the
Whitewater land deal.
But Clinton still led Dole in
that survey and a CNN-USA
Today poll, by margins only
slightly narrower than before.
"I think the race is tightening
with or without the FBI files,"
Dole said after those surveys
were published last Monday.
He also said that integrity
ought to be an important factor in
the campaign, and that he doesn't
believe all the White House mistakes were made innocently.
"It's one thing after another ...,"

Attention Washington!
U.S. REP. Ed Whicrield
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
I73A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELk
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

he said in the NBC interview. "I
think honesty and telling the truth
are important.
"But again, you know, we're
going to campaign and try to look
ahead."
He clinched the Republican
nominatiOn nearly three months
ago, and his look-ahead promise
is still in general terms, details to
come. "We will have an agenda," Dole said in San Francisco
on Tuesday. "And it will be my
agenda. It won't be the House
agenda or the Senate agenda. I
am the candidate for president."
He's had his own campaign
distractions, and has been complaining about news coverage,
particularly in the controversy
stirred by his statement on June
13 that tobacco is not necessarily
addictive. Democrats said he was
catering to tobacco interests that
donate to GOP campaigns. Dole
said "the liberal media" were
echoing the Democratic line by
questioning him about donations
when both parties get tobacco
industry contributions.
He had a different take on the
book coverage that stirred the
White House protests, saying that
on that the media were doing
their job.
"I think the media should do
what they do when they cover
me," Dole said. "They ought to
check it out carefully and make a
judgment."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and columnist for The Associated PreSs,
has reported on Washington and
national politics for more than 30
years.
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CPR/First Aid Instructor class planned
An instructor class for CPR and First Aid will be conducted by
Graves County Chapter of American Red Cross on Friday, July 26,
from 6 to 10 p.m. and Saturday, July 27, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
cost is $25 plus the price of the books. Any one currently in Community First Aid and Safety who would like to be an instructor
should attend this class. For information on registering call Calloway County Chapter of Red Cross at 753-1421.
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YMCA aerobics' place changed
Because the 12th Street YMCA is closed for maintenance, Step
Aerobics will meet at University Branch YMCA from July 8 to 11.
The classes will be Monday and Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. and Tuesday and Thursday at 4:30- p.m., according to Brenda L. McGarvey,
Fitness Coordinator, Murray Family YMCA. For for information call
753-4295.
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THEOS meeting on Tuesday

KACI GREER, 15-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Greer of
Murray, was crowned Miss Teen
Marshall County at Marshall County A & I Fair, Benton, on June 10.
Greer will be representing Marshall County at the State Miss
Teen Kentucky County Fair
Pageant at Louisville In October.

THEOS, a support group for widowed men and women, will meet
Tuesday, July 9, at 2 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public
Library. All interested persons are invited. The group will later eat
at Sirloin Stockade. This is a mutual self-help group which has provided a supportive, educational and non-sectarian spiritual program
for the widowed since 1962. For information call Lillian Steele,
753-2875, Reita Moody, 753-0172, Opal Howard, 753-1998, or
Karen Isaacs, 753-2411.
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Red Cross board meeting Tuesday
will be
politistrain

Ladies golf
Wednesday

Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross will have a
quarterly board meeting on Tuesday, July 9, at noon at Dutch Essenhaus Restaurant. All interested persons are invited.

Murray Country Club plans events
is the
or The

A swim party for Kindergarten through fourth grade will be Tuesday, July 9, from 5 to 7 p.m. at Murray Country Club. This will be
$2 per child for pizza and drink. A lifeguard will be on duty. On
Wednesday, July 10, a swim party for fifth through eighth grade will
be from 6 to 8 p.m. at the club. Each person may bring guests. For
more information call Ruth Pickens at 753-8310 or 762-1500.

Ladies of Murray Country
Club will play golf on Wednesday, July 10.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Toni Hoplson as hostess.
Persons are asked to note the earlier time. Those not listed in the
lineup, but desiring to play, may
come and be paired at the tee. If
a person is unable to play call
436-5875.
The lineup is as follows:

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, July 9,
at 7 p.m. at Gleason Hall, St. Leo's Catholic Church. A program on
"Alcohol Awareness" will be presented. The SOS is a nonprofit,
nondenominational, support and social group for single adults,
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more
information call Larry, 753-9395 or Jane, 489-2046. -
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Tee 1 - La Verne Ryan, Claudia Berry, Martha Sue Ryan and Lois Keller;
Tee 3 - Nancy Haverstock, Barbara
Gray, Faira Alexander and Pat
Claypool;
- Tee 4 - Billie Cohoon, Anna Mary
Adams, Frances Richey and Rowena
Cullom;
Tee 5 - Norma Frank, Billie Wilson,
Edith Garrison and Ann Brown;
Tee 6 - Toni Hopson, Betty Scott,
Cathryn Garrott and Margaret Shuffett;
Tee 8 - Sue Outland, Sally Crass,
Rainey Apperson and Betty Jo
Purdom;
Tee 9 - Betty Lowry, Betty Stewart,
Diane Villanova and Karen Hart;
Too 10 - Mary Bogard, Evelyn
Jones, lnus Orr and Frances Hulse;
Tee 18 - Peggy Veal and Beth
Belote.

Alzheimer's meeting on Tuesday
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 9, at 4:30 p.m. in board room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. "Challenges Associated with Alzheimer's Disese" will the
program to be presented by Cindy Ragsdale, director of Social Work
Services at MCCH. For more information call Joretta Randolph at
753-5561, or Ragsdale at hospital, 762-1100. Shared Care, Adult
DayCare will sit with Alzheimer clients while caregivers attend, but
call 762-0576 to make arrangements.
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Cardiac Support Group will meet

your

Cardiac Support Group will meet Tuesday, July 9, at 10 a.m. in
private dinning room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. A program on "Living with a Strong, Healthy Heart" will be given by
Jonathan Mays, MSU exercise intern. For more information contact
Shirley Lynch R.N. at 762-1170.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, July 3, have been
released by Sherry Gibbs, hostess, as follows:
Championship flight - Betty
Lowry, Inus Orr, runncrup;
First flight - Sue Outland,
Karen Hart and and Sally Crass
tied for runnerup;
Second flight - Margaret Shuffat, Peggy Shoemaker, runnerup;
Third flight - Billie Wilson.

Calloway Band Boosters will meet

,k

Calloway County Band Boosters will meet Tuesday, July 9, at
5:30 p.m. in Calloway County High School Band Room. Freshman
band parents are urged to attend. Plans for band camp the first week
in August will be discussed. Nancy Slinker, president, urges all
parents and guardians to attend.
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Home Schooling meeting Tuesday

v, we're
to look

A Home Schooling meeting will be Tuesday, July 9, at 6:30 p.m.
at Jackson Purchase Electric Co-Op Auditorium, Paducah. This will
be sponsored by Lakeland Home Educators, a support group for
Home School families in Western Kentucky, Southern Illinois, and
Northwest Tennessee. For more information call Alice Reinhardt,
753-0717.
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Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday,
July 10.
Bridge will be played at 9:30

Story Hours will be held at the Calloway County Public Library
on Tuesday and Wednesday, July 9 and 10, according to Sandy
Linn, youth services director for the library. "On The Nose" will be
the program. A special shorten version, Parents and Twos, designed
for children, age 2 accompanied by an adult, is at 9:30 a.m., and
Story Hour is at 10:30 a.m. on both days.

. .

Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Debbie Ray and Martha
Broach as tee-off chairmen. Persons are asked to note the earlier
golf time. Pairings will be made
at the tee.

Murray Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
Tuesday, July 9, at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall on Highway 121
North at Johnny Robertson Road North. All members are urged to
attend.
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Winners of golf play on Wednesday, July 3, have been
released by Burlene Brewer and
Grace James, tee-off chairmen, as
follows:
First place - Debbie Ray;
Second place - Shirley Wade;
Third place - Irene Woods;
Fourth place - Mary Alice
Smith;
Fifth place - Nancy Rogers.
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Clearance
Now In Progress
30%

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • 753-1851
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Pier 1 Imports is pleased to have Martha
Saywell bride-elect of David Carson, join
our bridal registry.
University Plaza • Chestnut SL • 753-1851
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Pier I Imports is pleased to have Kristy
Williams bride-elect of Matthew Berhow,
join our bridal registry.

Cards starting
K of C Hall, Squire Hale Road
at $5.00
-- ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY --

Take Pleasure in Announcing
the Association of

Tuesday
First Step Learning Center, Chestnut Street Preschool, Miller, Eunice
Miller, West View.
Wednesday
Karnes, Tucker, Beach, Henry, Murray Montessori Center.
Thursday
Gallimore, West Hazel, Barb Tucker, Nell Norsworthy.

••

University Plaza • Chestnut St. • 753-1851
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Drs. Sally Chaney, Kelley Clark and Staff
of Obstetrics & Gynecology of Paducah, PSC
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Pier i Imports is pleased to have Toni
Hillison bride-elect of Jason Barnett, join
our bridal registry.

Oaks'ladies plan events

Story Hours are scheduled

The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library is scheduled to make runs on Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday, July 9,
10 and 11.
Ginny Morgan, bookmobile
librarian, has released her schedule as follows:

Monday, July 8
Southwest Elementary School
SBDMC/4 p.m.
Free Soccer Coaching Clinic and
Parents Information Clinic for MHS
Lady Tigers team/6-8 p.m./Cutchin
Field, WU.
*mile ty—imd- Pulite-Grou 11/5 f30
p.m./Muehleman Psychological Services. Info/753-0181 or 759-4117.
Cheer Support group/7 p.m./Chamber
of Commerce Center. Info/759-2542.
Lodge 728 of WOW/6 p.m /Log Cabin
Restaurant.
Kentucky Barkley Bass n Gals/7
p.m./Pa9liai's.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
Gorup/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church ReachOut Callers 1/2 p.m.; Staff-Parish Relations Committee/5 p.m.
First Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.
First Christian Church BSA Troop 77
at 6:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA closed special interest meeting/8
p.m./Anterican Legion Building.
Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Tuesday, July 9
Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross Board meeting/noon/
Dutch Essenhaus.
Calloway County Band Boosters/5:30
p.m./Calloway County High School
Band Room.
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/4 p.m./Annex of Calloway
Public Library.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Social Security representative/10:30
a.m.-12:30 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall.
THEOS Support Group for widowed
men and women/2 p.m./Calloway
County Public Library Annex.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m. Gleason Hall, St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Info/753-9395 or
489-2046.
Alzheimer's Disease Educational/
Support Group/4:30 p.m./educational
unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Info/753-5561 or 762-1100.
Cardiac Support Group/1 0
a.m./private dining room of MCCH.
Info/762-1170.
Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m./Hardin
IAra
Library.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p.m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Health Express of MCCH/Ponkdprosa
at Draffenville/9-11:30 a.m. and 12:30
to 2:30 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Ladies
Bible Class/10 a.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Eva Mission
Group/2 p.m./Fern Terrace Lodge.
First Christian Church Group II of
CWF/10:30 a.m./Eva's Country
Kitchen.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/9:30 a.m.
First Baptist Church Parents' Day
Out./9 a.m. and 3 p.m.; Youth to Venture River/9 a.m.; Estelle Gray group/
9:30 a.m. at Shoney's; Step
Aerobics/5:15 p.m.; Weeknight
Women's Bible Study/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Senior Saints
trip/9 a.m.; Library open/10-11:30 a.m.
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JIM
LITKE
AP Columnist

Charles Barkley pulled off a
rare double early last week. In
- the -Van of a single sentence, he
found- -a—Way--and more than
enough room to insult members
of both the United Auto Workers and the United States swim
team.
"America may not make the
best cars or have the best swimmers any more, but one thing
we can control," Barkley said,
"is basketball."
Chuck was all smiles and
clear conscience when he waded
into the issue of American
superiority, having just breezed
into Chicago for the start of
Dream Team III's training
camp. And if he gets up on the
gold medal platform in Atlanta
with the mission accomplished
and egrin that he came by just
as honestly, even better.
Because that's the way this
Dream Team business should
end. Not with a bang, but with a
chuckle_ It's rare when some-thing deserves a sequel, rarer
still when, it deserves two. As
far as it goes, America has
already been there, done that.
Twice, in fact. And just as sure
as audiences eventuably turned
on Rocky, two games into
Dream Team III's exhibition
season makes you believe it
could happen here, too:
And so before it does, say
sometime before the 2000
Games in Sydney. Australia,
let's turn Olympic basketball
back over to the college kids.
After all, they almost stole it
Saturday night, taking a
17-point lead at halftime 'Ind
extending the smug set to 96-90
before folding up. Besides, imagine NBC trying to promote a
Dream Team that had already
been beaten by a collection of
mostly second -line college
players.
The original Dream Team was
dispatched to Barcelona in 1992
. with two objectives. First was to
reclaim the gold medal a team
of college all-stars coached by
John Thompson of Georgetown
failed somehow to bring home
from the Seoul Games in 1988.
Goal No. 2 figured to be only a
little bit tougher: get the rest of
the world to buy into basketball,
which means they'll also buy
more NBA stuff.
--Considering who played on
the original Dream Team, the
success of the mission was never, in doubt. With Barkley playing the comic foil to the trio of
Michael. Magic and Larry,
Dream Team I hit every mark. It
crushed every opponent — the
average margin of victory was
44 points — but did it with
great style and humor. And after
having them beamed into the
living room, what kid in
Lithuania, or Venezuela, or China, for that matter, didn't yearn
for the sneakers and jerseys and
ballcaps those guys wore?
The first game the first
Dreamers played began with the
Angolan guard who was supposed to cover Jordan wearing
the latest Air Jordan model
shoes, then ended 116-48. Afterward, the Angolans took as
many pictures alongside their
heroes as time and film allowed.
It was one of the those rare
chances to get flattened by history and have Polaroids to pass
around with the grandchildren.
The rest of the world did more
than just buy NBA stuff, too;
they actually used it, a fact that
can be culled _ by a handfu,1 of
foreign-born players .being
judged good enough- to get taken
II See Page 7

Scott Edger
'Three titles, few graduates'

LEXINGTON-, Ky. (AP)-Murray State's men's -basketball
team continued its success on (he
court and disappointment in the
classroom this past season, but
the team's coach is promising
improvement- in academic
performance.
None of the seven seniors on
the Racers' Ohio Valley Conference regular-season championship team received a degree this
spring:
Murray has had a graduation
rate of 13.6 percent — or three of

years. of
a4eurvey by the Lexington
Herald-Leader. Only Michael
James has graduated from the last
three senior classes.
"There is no way I can defend
our record," said Murray athletics director Mike Strickland.
"We have not done a good job."
Murray officials are hoping
second-year coach Mark Glatt-fried is changing the team's
approach to academics. Murray's
academic performance is based
primarily on the record of ath-

_21playerc

in _the five

letes recruited by former coach
ccalt

Prigar

"We're not proud cifethe past,
but a new era is just starting with
us," Gottfried said. "There's not
a lot I can do when I walk in at
the 11th hour, but at one point
we'll be held accountable."
Murray officials are optimistic
that several players from the
Edgar era eventually will earn
their degrees.
The situation is reversed on the
II See Page 7

Mark Gottfried
'Accepting the challenge'

Dream Team III

Dream Team III
back to business
Team USA drills Brazil 109-68
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
— He. hit me five times, I hit
AP Basketball Writer
him twice. When the fight was
CLEVELAND (AP) — The getting broken up, he was. still
jumping over the bouncer and
Dream Team finally woke up.
America's Olympic basketball still throwing punches. He was
team held Oscar Schmidt in going nuts. He was just crazy,"
check and routed Brazil 109-68 Tyler told The Associated Press.
Barkley, after being pulled
Sunday, completely changing its
demeanor and energy level from over by police as he rode away in
a taxi with Reggie Miller, in turn
24 hours earlier.
-- The Dream Team's debut was filed- a report accusing Tyler of
a pathetic one, a 96-90 victory using "bodily force" against
Saturday at Auburn Hills, Mich., him.
"It's none of your ... business.
in which they. trailed by 17 at
halftime and looked uninspired No disrespect, btft it's my life,
and overconfident. Things didn't isn't it?". Barkley said Sunday
get any better after the flight to after the 41-point victory over
Brazil.
Cleveland, either.
"It's really unfortunate," MillCharles Barkley, also a member of the Late-Night Confronta- er said. "You try to go out, you
tion Team, had an altercation at a try to have a good time, and
club in Cleveland's Flats district. something like this happens."
Jeb, Tyler, 23, of Spencerport,
On the court several hours
N.Y., filed a complaint accusing
-111 See Page 7
Barkley of assault.

LABC Hall of Fame coach Ron Greene coached six 20-game winners during his college coaching career.
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
Imagine getting fired by your
boss at breakfast, joining him for
lunch and capping your day with
a plane ride home with coworkers.
That was basically Rene
Lachemann's Sunday.
Lachemann, the only manager
expansion Florida ever had, was
dismissed by the Marlins just
hours before they snapped a
seven-game losing streak with a
7-4 win over the Philadelphia
Phillics.
Lachemann stayed to watch the
game along with general manager
Dave Dombrowski -- the man
who fired him. And, adding insult
to injury, because of travel constraints, Lachemann returned
from Philadelphia to Miami on
the team plane Sunday night.

The Marlins didn't play for
interim manager Cookie Rojas,
the club's regular third-base
coach, like a team 14 games out
of first place in the standings.
"The Fish played well,"
Lachemann said. "We did the
things we haven't been doing.
We got runners in from third with
less than two outs. We made
cutoffs. We did
little things
Ilgames."
that it takes to win
Elsewhere in the National
League, it was: Atlanta 9, Houston 1;'Montreal 4, New York 3;
Pittsburgh 8, St. Louis 2; San
Diego 10, San Francisco 3; Chicago 7, Cincinnati 6 in 13
innings; and Colorado 3, Los
Angeles 0.
Lachemann, 51, is the first
major league manager to be fired
this season.

Call to the Hall
Greene inducted into LABC Hall of Fame
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Ron Greene had a golden
touch in college basketball.
Particularly in the state of
Louisiana
He began his head-coaching
career at age 27 by leading
Loyola of New Orleans to a 7-0
record in the 1966-67 season —
the Wolfpack's best start in 24
seasons. The start included a

74-70 home victory againstfifth-ranked Michigan State, the
eventual Big Ten Conference
co-champion.
At the University of New
Orleans he led the Privateers to
40 victories in their first 45 varsity games, including the No. 1
ranking in the final Associated
Press Division II regular-season
poll in 1970-71.
In his only season at Missis-

sippi State, Greene's Bulldogs
placed second in the Southeastern Conference behind the
eventual NCAA champion,
Kentucky. The runner-up finish
was the Bulldogs' highest in 15
years.
And at Greene's alma mater,
he directed Murray State's
resurgence from a 4-22 record
his first season to a 23-8 record
• See Page 7

Wimbledon

Krajicek 'streaks' to'96 title
By STEPHEN WILSON
AP Sports Writer
WIMBLEDON, England (AP)
— At this wackiest of Wimbledons, it only figures the men's
champion would give credit to a
streaker for his first Grand Slam
tournament title.
Sure, Richard Krajicek's huge
serve was the difference in his
straight-sets victory over MaliVai
Washington in Sunday's WimbleSteil Graf won her seventh
Wimbledon championship Saturday over Arantxa Sanchez
Vicarto.

don final.
Sure, he became only the second unseeded champion in history, joining Boris Becker's
triumph in 1985.
Sure, he's the first Dutch player to win a Grand Slam
tournament.
Yet, even Krajicek paid tribute
to the day'S other precedentsetting event: the appearance of a
streaker on Centre Court.
As the players posed for photographs_ at the net before • the
match. thc.23-year-.old topless
blonde wbman leaped from the
stands, raced down the side of the
court and, in front of the Royal
Box, flipped up her only garment,

a tiny white apron.
"I was a little bit tight, and
then she comes out and at least
for me it put a smile on my
face," Krajicek said. "In a way
it was good, I think. At least for
me, it broke the tension a little
bit."
Washington, too, said the
streaker lightened the
atmosphere.
"I thought it was a photographer at first," he said. "Then I
looked over and I see this streaker. She smiled at me. She had on
an apron. She lifted it up and she
was still smiling at me. Then I
got flustered and, boom, three
sets later I was gone."
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The Murray Pony League 'A All-Stars completed a successful week in
the Lyon Conty Invitational Tournament, going 5-1 and taking the consolation championship During the six games, Murray pounded out 76 hits, scoring 89 runs Murray's only loss in the tournament occurred on July 3 in a
2-1 pitching duel between Benton's Dusty Ellenberger and Murray's Thurman Foster Murray managed only three hits, a triple by Clif Darnell and
singles by Lucas Miller and Jeff Owen Benton had only two hits and their
two runs were unearned
On July 4, Murray provided fireworks for the fans all day long In the first
game, Murray took a five-inning victory over Caldwell 13-, winning 15-5
Tony Ryan and Josh Harcourt combined for the win Murray was led by
Owen with three hits and Jay McGehee with two. Ryan, Harcourt, Darnell,
Foster, Scott Lowe, Marty Hodge and Fulton Hart added hits for Murray
Later that day, Murray exploded for 26 more hits in four innings, shelling the
_host team Lyon County, 3711. Darnell's si.x has led the barrage with-st--grand ca_tbrett_ AQubies,,_ tea) Aingles _and___LL,REILs _Foster, flatcourt,
McGehee and Miller each had three hits while Hodge and Ryan had two
each. Eric Villaflor. Owen and Miller combined for the shutout
On Friday the fireworks continued as Murray took a 14-1 victory over
Crittenden County. Foster started the game with a homer, hit for the cycle,
adding a triple, double and single and pitched a complete game. Owen
singled twice, and Ryan, Darnell, McGehee, Miller and Justin Garland
added hits Murray completed the day with a second win over Crigenden,
12-2, as Villaflor and Miller combined for the victory Harcourt had three hits
and Darnell two more, while Miller tripled, Villaflor and Owen doubled and
Hodge and McGehee added singles
Murray continues play this wcilk, facing East Prairie Mo , and competing
in the Murray Heat tournament
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Sponsored By.

The Murray Blue All-Stars swept the Lyon County tournament in strong
fashion, winning each of their four games Murray held their opponents to
just six hits while pounding out 42 safeties themselves Mitchell Smith,-Mark
Chamberlain, Mario Lawrence, Zack Hampton and Brian Asher gave up
only three runs and got strong support from their teammates Leading hitters for Murray were Chamberlain (nine hits, including two home runs),
Lawrence (eight hits, including a homer), Matt. Kelleher (seven hits) and
Asher (five hits) Ed Baust also had two homers and Jon Hedges and
Hampton added round trippers

Jane Rogers Ins.

second in Div,ision 11 to Old
Dominion in 1975, then moved
to Division I the following season. In 1975 Greene was
selected as the LABC's inaugural Coach of the Year.

is second and a share of the
school's first Ohio Valley Conference championship in 11
years. The Racers' 16,4 -game
improvement is still tied for the
best in Division 1 during the
past 23 seasons.
Greene, now the head coach
at Calloway County High
School, and three players will
be inducted into the Louisiana
Association of Basketball
Coaches Hall of Fame on Saturday, July 25 during a luncheon
in Baton Rouge, La.
Greene will be the second
from UNO to be inducted, joining coffer-Wayne Cooper/19921:-..v-ST-Priy
-ed for Greene
from 1974-77. Also inducted
will be former college standouts
Shelby Hypolite of Nicholls
State, John Rudd of McNeese
State and Sam Trombatore of
Loyola.
Greene is best remembered in
Louisiana for his eight seasons
at UNO, where he coached the
Privateers to a 146-65 record,
including NCAA Division II
Final Four berths in 1974 and
1975. The Privateers finished

PONY LEAGUE

"

SCOREBOARD

FROM PAGE 6

BRIEFS

'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
I • I

Greene's .692 winning percentage is still the highest by a
Privateer coach.
In 22 seasons with six colleges — Loyola (1966-68),
UNO (1969-77), Mississippi
State (1977-78), Murray State
(1978-85) and Indiana State
(1985-89) — Greene's teams
compiled a record of 337-258
(.565). His Loyola and UNO
tearn"—ele
wt
-TFolliblEaT694g
(.655) in lb seasons. He coached six 20-game winners, three
apiece at UNO and Murray
State, and he led the Racers to
OVC championships and NIT
berths in 1980, 1982 and 1983.

GOLF

NASCAR

BEACHWOOD, Ohio (AP) —

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. (AP) —

Dave Stockton, spotted an eight-

Sterling Marlin overcame ignition

stroke head start, parted the first
17 holes to hold off Hale Irwin's
charge and win the U S. Senior
Open by two strokes Sunday.
Stockton, who earned $212,500 for
his 12th victory in five seasons on
the Senior PGA Tour, closed with a
1 -over-par 73 for an 11-under 277
total on the Canterbury course
Irwin, who shot a 67, birdied No 16
to move within a stroke, but
bogeyed the final two holes.

trouble Saturday to edge Terry
Labonte in the fain-shortened Pepsi 400. When rain began to fall on
lap 117, the caution flag came out
with the leaders on the backstretch,
and Marlin blocked Labonte coming
out of Turn 4 to win the sprint back
to the start-finish line The race
was declared final 40 minutes later,
making it the first Pepsi 400 shortened by rain.

LEMONT, Ill. (AP) — Shy.
Stricker established himself as one

CYCLING

of golf's rising stars, winning the
Western Open by eight strokes
Sunday for his second PGA Tour
victory in six weeks. With his wife,
Nicki, serving as his caddy, the
29-year-old former University of Illinois player closed with a 3-underpar 69 for an 18-under 270 total on
Cog Hill's Dubsdread Course
Stricker, who won the Kemper
Open in May, earned $360,000 to
push his season total to $925,933

'VAL D'ISERE, France (AP) —
Russia's yevgeny Berzln won

Sunday's time trial in the French
Alps to take a 43-second lead over
Denmark's Bjarne Riis into the second week of the Tour de France.
Berzin completed the 18_9-mile
stage in 51 minutes, 53 seconds.
Five-time defending champion
Miguel Indurain of Spain is 11th
overall, 4-53 behind.

other end of the scale. Morehead
State finished last in the OVC but
continues to be first in graduation
rate.
Thifteen of 18 Morehead
seniors — or 72.2 percent —
have earned degrees in the last
five years, including three of five
from this spring, the HeraldLeader reported.
Eastern Kentucky remains second at 57.9 percent and the University of Kentucky is next at
55.5 percent. Louisville followed
at 46.7 percent and Western Kentucky was at 31.6 percent, up
from 20 percent a year ago.
Of the three seniors on Kentucky's national championship
basketball team, only Mark Pope
has earned a diploma — a bachelor of arts degree in English.
Tony Delk ended the spring
semester with two incompletes;
he finished one course recently.
Walter McCarty is attending
summer school.
Louisville had its best year in
the classroom since the newspaper began its survey. Brian Kiser,
Jimmy King and Robby Wine
received degrees in May. Tick
.Rogers was the only senior who
didn't receive a diploma.
At Western Kentucky, three of
the four seniors did not graduate,
but the Hilltoppers' graduation
rate improved when Derek Flowers and Steve Holley from the
1995 class earned degrees in the
last year.
Morehead State seniors Mark
Majick, Ivan Colbert and Marty
Cline received degrees in May.
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38 50 Week Division
L
W
Texas
51
36
Seattle
46
39
Callornue
43
45
Oakland
43
45
Sunday's Games
Demon 9 Toronto 0
Cleveland 6, Chcago
1AN•auku 4, New York
'1
Caldomia 9, Oakland 4
Texas 8 Seattle 3
Kansas City 8. lannuota 2
Boston 7, &Amore 5

I*

500 114
477 104
432 144
Pet, GS
586 —
541
4
489 ll'A
489 84

Ailanta
Montreal
New York
Flonda
PNIadelphia
Si Louis
Homo n

cinciaria5.
c hic..490
Amt.,

mance won't do much for TV
ratings. In the closing minutes
Sunday against Brazil, with his
team already 40 points ahead,
coach Lenny Wilkens clamped
on full-court pressure. At the
end of the game, Reggie Miller
tried a length-of-the-court trey.
"There was a sense of urgency today," Penny Hardaway
said. "We had to show that we
still had it."

Pct.
370
353
352
349
346
346
336
336
332
.331

GB
—
A'

5

Wow aivi•ion
w

L Pa.
48
41
539
47
42
528
42 44
488
18
48
44.2
Sundays* Gamin
Pmsburgh 8, St Lous 2
Atlanta 9. Houston I
Montreal 4. Neva York 3
Florida 7 Philadolpha 4 10 innings
Chicago 7. Manna 6. 13 inwngs
-stolorado 3, Los Ang•Ne 0
San Diego 10, San F IIIDOSCO 3

GM

San Diego
Los Angeles Colorado
San Francisco

'BASEBALL TOP 10
AMERICAN LEAGUE
R
G AS
Knoblauch Mn
79 306 65 114
Sertzer MI
83 312 49 110
Rammer Bal
84 327 ..-70 .115
FThomes ChW
87 332 66 116
MVaughn Boa
95 341
65 118
EMartuz Sea
8.5 315. 79 109
ARodnguez Sea
70 289 67 97
Cinao 14,1
63 277 49 03
1.4cGvare Oak
65 211
56 70
Boggs Nre
75 293
48 97

GO
—
5
13
14
164

NATIONAL LEAGUE
R
G AS
47
80 300
69 275 60
83 334
77
70 269
44
70 275
43
86 358
71
81 299
39
80 357 66
87 376 65
89 317 68

Piazza LA
E`Coung Col
Burks Col
TGar•nn SG
Grace CSC
filched* Col
Mabry St
Grudzwilanek Mon
W.:Anson NNW
Bagwell Hou

H
109
95
114
91
92
120
99
117
121
99

1
4'4

Pct
363
345
341
338
335
335
331
328
322
312

We give you lots of ways to
save on home insurance.
When you protect your home with
quality Grange Insurance, you'll
enjoy special savings if your home
has smoke detectors, a sprinkler
system or burglar alarm. There are
discounts on coverage for valuable
possessions, too, even a
David R. King
discount if you don't ha‘le any
losses. Call or visit us soon so
INSURANCE
Your partner in protection
we can tell you more.

•Dream...
FROM PAGE 6
after the incident, the Olympic
team heard the faint chant "U-SA, U-S-A" for the first time as it
faced its first international
competition.
Led by Scottie Pippen's 'shadowing of Schmidt, 38, the leading scorer at the Barcelona
Olympics, the Dream Team played intense defense the entire 40
minutes.

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•
•
Cline was unable to play last year
because of injuries and served as
a student coach.
Eastern Kentucky was second,

ilouble Your
Summer

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• If you're looking for something to
• do this Summer, try the fun and
t of Martial Arts lessons!
• excitemen
You will have a great time and
• enjoy
the wonderful benefits of
profession
• our
al Martial Arts
• program including:
• • Self Defense Skills, to help
• you and your family feel safe
• and secure.
• • Confidence, to make positive
• choices .this Summer.
• • Discipline, to reach your goals
• and be successful in life.
•

thanks ,in part to center Curtis
Fincher, a junior-college transfer
who completed degree requirements in two years at EKU.

Top Rated Tools
On Sale
$199"
PIO ...•••
•14 bar & chain
•30cc.1 8c1
The new 017 from Stihl.
Incredible price on this new
lightweight saw with remarkable power

scoi*.

•
•• Call

$12995
The Stihl FS36 trimmer,
rated #1 by a leading
consumer magazine, has
all the power and durability
you expect from a
Stihl-built tool With a 2
year consumer warranty

The

513 S. 12th St.

sPogs20

15th St.

753-4461

S

N

_
CI

Hwy. 641

Number One Selling Chain Saw Worldwide SNAILChestnut St.
Murray

Now'

: eizr 753-6111

Murray Home 6 Auto.

Holland Motor Sales

„

1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

Stihl's top-rated 8G72
blower makes leaf blowing
a blast Clean sidewalks
driveways, decks, garages,
gardens and other hard to
reach places Optional vac
attar,ment orly $2.9 95

Asz.A. AUTO
RENTAL

..re

• Add Martial Arts lessons to your
• Summer plans and we guarantee to
• "Double Your Summer FUN!!"
Available only at:

sA0

$149"
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

AMERICAN LEAGUE
All Tines CDT
East Division
W
L
52
33
46
39
38 49
36
49
27
61
Control INMekka

Now `fork
Baltimore
Toronto
Boston
Detroit

Greene, 57,and a native of
Terre Haute, Ind., recently completed his fifth season at Calloway. He played basketball at
Murray State where he received
bachelor's and master's
degrees.

•Racers...
FROM PAGE 6

7'33-9627

MAJOR LEAGUES

FROM PAGE 6
in the first round of the NBA
draft.
As for Dream Team II, the
less said about„ it the better.
Assembled to play the 1994
world championships, it was
long on talent, stats, fat contracts and endorsement deals.
But it always came up short in
comparison. It had little of the
grace and inspired very little of
the adulation that attached itself
to the original. The only area in
which it excelled was attitude.
Dropping some of the bad
actors from that bunch has cut
down on outright hostility. But
Dream Team ill won't have it
much easier.
•
They have to come up with a
twist on a plot that always ends
the same way — with the U.S.
dominating. They are going to
be in control, but can't afford to
loiik too much in control. That
may be the one task difficult
enough to test their skills.
More than a.few repeats of
Sunday's mercenary perfor-

••

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

•USA hoops...

SPORTS ROUNDUP

MONDAY, JULY 8, 1996

AdVaegx

753-2571
753-4110

•

Beginner Classes Are
Starting Now!

,•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•••••
•
•
•0'•••••
•
••
••••••
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MONDAY, JULY.8, 1996

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

CLASSIFIED
CALL 753-1916

CIA SSIFIED AD RATES

TO PLACE
AN AD

12.1.5.PIQY 6512
$6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Run,
60% Discount 3rd Run.
1 Ads Mal Rtin 141Mity a Day Pedod..)
$2 00 per column inch extra for
do
Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ego' Notice
Nonce
Personals
Cord of Thanks
in Memory
& F Ouna

070
025
Reader Ads
030
300 per word, $6 00 minimum
040
1st day.64 per word per day for
each addhonal consecutive. 050

dav. $200 extra for Shopper
(Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for
blind box ads.

FARMERS MARKET
1

90

370

Yard Sale $7.50 PreDgia• 390

AS.2..DiateatruliberaquJradlo Malt
'
41- 44:30
any changes to ad after c}eacsine. 550

010

;Of"-, Eprnent
Livestock & %poles
Poult,
y & Suptanes
1:409ce

INVITATION
TO BID
Republic Bank &
Trust Co., 1201
Main Street, P.O.
Box 1111, Murray,
KY 42071, will be
accepting bids on
Ford
1995
a
Cargo
Econoline
Van
VIN
#1FTHS24Y3SHB
49628 until noon,
July 15, 1996. Mail
bids to Carolyn
Todd at above
listed address.

DRAPES and More Gus
torn made drapes etc 10
Years experience
502527-7165
HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5. Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mens.
women children leans.
sweaters sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981
NEED a Tutor') Experienced Elementary school
teacher will tutor grades
K6, $10/per hour Ph
759-5848

PSYCHIC READINGS by
kors Anne Tells past present and future Advice on
all affairs of life Palm &
Tarot card reading also
available 767-0506 208 S
12th. Murray
T.LC. Mobile Car Wash &
Wax,Well clean your car
wherever its parked
753-3557

Nlorra Shoe
Repair
lee N. Earth Si, Murray
Hours: Sloe-Fri. 9 to 5
Vl.111& Al•usirromi Arrept.d
759-1983

No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For tree information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
'tree local claim service'

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone a tract of land
located at 605 N. 16th from R-4 (MultiFamily Residential) to B-2(Highway Business).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,
July 16, 1996 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, City Hall, 207 S. 5th Street. All
interested persons are invited to attend and
participate in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please
contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0374.
Paul Hayes, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Butch Seargent, Director
Planning & Engineering

HOME CARE SOLUTIONS
PUBLIC NOTICE
The Joint Commission on Accreditation of
Healthcare Organizations will conduct an
accreditation survey of this organization on
July 26, 1996. The purpose ofthe survey will
be to evaluate the organization's compliance
with nationally established Joint Commission standards. The survey results will* be
used to determine whether, and the conditions under which accreditation should be
awarded to the organization.
Joint Commission standards deal with organizational quality of care issues and the
safety of the environment in which care is
provided. Anyone believing that he or she
has pertinent and valid information about
such matters-may request a public information interview with the Joint Commission's
field representatives at the time of the
survey. Information presented at the interview will be carefully evaluated for relevance to the accreditation process. Requests
for a public information interview must be
made in writing and should be sent to the
Joint Commission no later than five (5)
working days before the survey begins. The
request must also indicate the nature of the
information to be provided at the interview.
Such requests should be addressed to:
Division of Accreditation Operations
Organization Liaison
Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Healthcare Organizations
One Renaissance Boulevard
Oakbrook Terrace, IL 60181
The Joint Commission will acknowledge
such request in writing or by telephone and
will inform the organization of the request
for any interview. The organization will, in
turn, notify the interviewee of the date,
time, and place of the meeting.
vp••••••-•

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wonted
Domestic & Chliacare
Situation Wonted
Business Opportiniry
Instruction

REAL ESTATE RENTAL
Mooile Homes for Pent
28C
255 Mobile Home Lots tor Rent
Business Rentais
330
Wont To Rent
30
Agortmenrs For Rent
31C
ftooms-For get,
330340Houses For -Rent
3oC
' For Rent or Lease

This notice is posted in accordance with theJoint Commission's requirements and may
not be removed before the survey is completed.

SERVICES

MERCHANDISE

TRANSPORTATION
470
480
485
490
495

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Par's
Used Cars
Vans
-tried-Trtic
.€°wipers
Boots & Motors

510
520

For Sae or Traci°
Want to Buy
A•ticies For Soie
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Annques
yocuum Cieoners
Sewing Mocnines
Heavy Equipment
Sports Eqoment
Firewood
Musical
ev
T-V- & Peelto
Pets & S.Joroi.es

266-380

MasterCard

REAL ESTATE SALES

C o,nou•ors

170
130
140
150
155
160
145
170
180
195
200
210
220

Insurance
Etterminating
Business Services
Heating & Cooling
Services Offered

080
230
250
290
530

ADJUSTMENTS

270
365
420
430
4.35
440
450
460

Mobile Homes For Sae
For Sole or Lease
Home loons
Real Estate_
loke Property
Lots For Sole
Farms For Soe
Homes For Soe
MISCELLANEOUS

4:0
SAO
-566

5.70

1120

n20

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold
a public hearing on Tuesday, June 16, 1996
at 7:00 p.m.in the Council Room at City Hall
on a Planned Development Project located
at 1504 Diuguid Drive. This project consists
ofsix mini-storage buildings on two lots. The
proposed project site is zoned B-2(Highway
Business).
Plans for this project are on file in the offices
of Planning and Engineering and may be
reviewed between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.,
Monday through Friday before the hearing
date.
If you have any questions concerning this
project, contact the planning office at 7620374.

Paul Hayes, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Butch Seargent, Director
City of Murray

KY Tech-Murray/Calloway Co. Area Technology Center does not discriminate on the
basis of sex, race, disability, color, religion,
marital status, national origin or age in its
programs, activities or employment practices. Inquiries regarding compliance may
be directed to Rhanda Miller, Coordinator of
Title IX, Title VI, Section 504 and ADA for
the KY Tech-Murray/Calloway Co. Area
Technology Center located at 1800 Sycamore, Murray, KY 42071, phone 502-7531870.
The following programs are offered to secondary students: Retailing, Food Technology, '"
Collision Repair Technology, Auto Technology, Industrial Processes and Carpentry.
Licensed Practical Nursing is offered to
post-secondary or adult students.
Adults enrolled in a full time vocational
program must pay a $20 application fee and
$150 quarterly tuition. For more information or programs contact Dr. Sandra Parks,
Principal at the KY Tech-Murray/Calloway
Co. Area TechAtilogy Center.

PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to zone a recently annexed
31 acre tract of land located on Bailey Road
to Agriculture and Government.
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday,
July 16, 1996 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Chambers, City Hall, 207 S. 5th Street. All
interested persons are invited to attend and
participate in this meeting.
If further information is needed, please
contact the Department of Planning and
Engineering at 762-0374.
Paul Hayes, Chairman
Murray Planning Commission
Butch Seargent, Director
Planning & Engineering

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies.
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

753-4199 Nationwide 1-800-4554199

The U.S. Department of Justice has announced that the City of Murray is eligible to
apply for $12,298 of funds under the Local
Law Enforcement Block Grants Program.
Funds from this program may be used for
seven purpose areas which address a wide
variety of activities from increasing personnel and equipment resources for law enforcement to developing and supporting programs to enhance effective criminal justice
processes. Applications for these funds must
be submitted to the Bureau of Justice
Assistance no later than August 9, 1996.
The City of Murray is interested in obtaining the public's comments on the proposed
use ofthe block grant funds and will conduct
a public hearing on Monday,July 15, 1996 to
obtain this input.The meeting will be held at
Murray City Hall at 207 S.5th Street at 5:00
p.m. Anyone interested in commenting on
ways to reduce crime and improve public
safety are encouraged to attend this public
hearing.

should be reported immediately so corrections can be

OFFICE HOURS:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-11 a.m.
'Deadlines are 2 days
in advance!

060

Card
of Thanks
LOST 14yr old black female cat, near MSU Golf
Course Call 436-2347

We want to ex,press our thanks to
everyone
who
helped us in any
way during the
time
of
Aunt
Hazel's illness and
death.
We
appreciate
everything that was
done.
The family of
Hazel McCuiston

LOST Black German Shephard Dog, Thursday night
at fireworks Reward offered Call 759-5474

Help
Wanted

EXPERIENCED cook
needed Excellent pay for
the right person Apply in
person at Martha's
Restaurant

MATURE honest over 25
for furniture delivery setup,
warehouse & all around
work Must be able to drive
furniture van Apply at Wiggins Furniture, across from
Memorial Gardens, Hwy
641 N

EXPERIENCED Journeyman & apprentice duct
work installers Paid HoliCAREER frustrated') Need days & vacation Salary de, OVER the road_ truck dnv
additional income? Earn
pending on experience ens needed for immediate
opening with 2yrs exp &
serious money in spare 435-4699
time working from your
MVR
Call
clean
home For more informa- FRIENDLY person to pro- 502 759 4009
tion
phone vide cooking, light house
1-800-411-0883
keeping and driving for
FULL time opener position
older gentleman in ex& day help Apply in person
CONSORTIUM TRAINING
change for room, board and
ASSISTANT, Murray
after 2pm at Arby's, 507 N
small salary. Retirees wel12th No phone calls
State University. Position
come. Call 753-7156
to begin August 1996.
please
MSU is looking for an
energetic professional to
serve as liaison for Department for Social Services
Eastern Kentucky UniverOpenings for 6 guys & gals to start
sity Training Program,
other training assistants,
work TODAY! See Rocky Mt., New
social services agendas,
Orleans, Las Vegas, Calif. & more.
and other university departWear Blue jeans & Tennis shoes to
ments This person will also
work & earn $300-$600 weekly. Must be
assist in the development
neat, single, over 18 and able to make
and delivery of child welfare
and foster parent staff trainown decisions. For Interview, see Jeff
ing Qualifications Degree
Chapman, Tues. only, July 9, Best
in social work Of a related
Western Racer Inn, Murray,from 2-7:00
human services area rep.m. No phone calls.
quired. Master's degree
preferred One year experience in child welfare services in a social services
setting or one year experience in the development
and coordination of training
programs required Good
communication skills arid
APPLY IN PERSON AT
the ability to work with minimum supervision essential
Must be able to travel in the
state and rogiorf with some
700 NORTH 4TH STREET
overnight travel involved
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
Responsibilities Organize
training; schedule training
events; develop training
PRODUCTION WORK
curricula; order training
programs; assist in reASSEMBLY LINE + INCENTIVE
search evaluation of speBENEFIT' PACKAGE
cial projects and programs,
coordinate special events,
WORK FOUR 10-HOUR DAYS,
projects, surveys, and conM-TH 6:30 A.M. - 5.00 P.M.
ferences Application
Deadline: July 19, 1996 To
OVERTIME POSSIBLE
Apply Send letter of appliEqual Opportunity Employer
cation, resume, and names
and phone numbers of
three references to Search
Committee, Consortium
Training Assistant, CEAO,
POSITION VACANCIES
Murray State University,
P.O.Box 9, Murray, KY
The City of Murray has the following vac42071-0009 Murray State
ancy listed:
University is an equal education and employment opPosition: Administrative Assistant
portunity, M/F/D, AA
Department: Natural Gas
employer.

NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
JAKEL, INC.

1,000 WEEKLY stuffing envelopes Free into Send
self addressed stamped
envelope to Express Sept
96, 100 East Whitestone
Blvd Suite 148-345, Cedar
Park, Tx 78613

•

EASTSIDE

$100

119 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071

OFF
20 IA).
Propane Fill
N111.1111

Gary Crass
Owner

Help
Wanisd

A FUN JOB

030

(11 III' i.is
I his Coupon

DETECTIVE- Private Pri
vete Investigator Trainees
Good
Wages
502-329-1517

HALEY'S
,I.U919Puck
LTA Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

ATTENTION:
Dark Tobacco Farmers
Do You Need Wood?
We offer all your tobacco
firing wood needs.
Just Call

MP Wood Products
Order Early
Call Us At (502) 667-2515 Ask For James

Wiggins Furniture
Store
Across From Memorial Gardens

In Business Since 1958

CALL 7534916

BABYSITTER/ companion
for 5yr old girl. High school
or college age girl with own
transportation, 3 or 4 days a
wk Must have references
and be dependable Call
753-5647, if no answer
leave message

CITY OF MURRAY
PUBLIC HEARING

Hwy. 641 N

,Miss Your Paper?

Public So e
Of I`Eiae
Fdee CekewlWonted

Advertisers are requested to
check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only One Ii1C0fred insertion. Any error

060

*We

Notice

Notice

Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
ALTERATIONS, Ruth s
See & Sew 753-6981

, Peed & See°

360
070
a90
100
113

020

020
Legal
Notice

•11

Quality Bedding & Furnishings
Friendly Service
Free Delivery. & Easy Terms
Up To 36 Months Financing
753-4566

'• P

(4
-

DOMINO'S Pizza now hiring drivers Earn cash daily
Must be at least 18yrs old
have proof of insurance 8
good driving record Apply
in person at Domino's
Pizza, 117 So 12th St, Murray, Ky
EARN up to 1,000's weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience Free supplies, information. No obligation
Send self
addressed stamped envelope to, Bucks. Dept 14
3208-C, East Colonial Dr
No 308, Orlando, Fl. 32803
ELEVATOR MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN 13
Full-time position with benefits High school graduate
or equivalent with two years
experience in the elevator
trade and/or electronic/
electrical/mechanic experience required An equivalent combination of education, training, and/or
experience may be substituted Must have a valid
Kentucky driver's license
Duties include assisting in
all elevator and lift maintenance and repairs at MSU
within all regulatory and
industry standards, assisting in the development of
preventive maintenance
programs, and supervising
outside contractors on one
year and five year load test
and other contracted ser•
vices Weekend, evening.
and holiday work will be
required Salary $7 54 per
hour Apply at. Human Resources, Sparks Hall, Murray State University, P 0
Box 9. Murray. KY
42071-0009 An EEO, M/F/
D, AA employer

't • • •
• .

• •

Salary Range: $14,000-$16,000
Job applications and descriptions for the
above listed position is available at the City
Clerk's office located at 5th & Poplar Streets
4n the City Hall Building.
Deadline for accepting applications is 5:00
p.m. on Thursday, July 11, 1996.
The City of Murray is an Equal Opportunity Employer. Drug Screening will be
required of all applicants.

Guidance Counselor - Elementary School
position for the 1996-1997 school year.
Position is for 185 days. Preference will be
given to individuals that cart administer
individual psychological assessments. Applications are available at the following
address:
Calloway County Board of Education
P.O. Box 800
Murray, KY 42071
The Calloway County Board of Education is
an Equal Opportunity Employer
The Calloway County Board of Education
has openings for the following full-time
positions:
Maintenance - Experience in heating/air conditioning, and preventive
maintenance.
Bus Mechanic - Experience in engine,
transmission and chassis repair and
maintenance.
Both positions are 12 month with hourly
compensation and fringe benefits including
health insurance. Applications are available
at the following address:
Calloway County Board of Education
P.O. Box ROO
Murray, KY 42071
The Calloway County Board of Education is
an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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PARKING
ENFORCEMENT/ COMMUNICATIONS OPERATOR at Murray State University Full time position
with benefits High skhool
graduate, or equivalertt, required and must be at lehtst
twenty-one years of age
Must have two years experience in communications or
related position Alertness,
excellent memory for oral
and written ,directions and
details, and ability to make
decisions under pressure
required Knowledge of the
university rules and regulations, layout (buildings,
farms, streets, etc), personnel; workini.knowledge of
all,types of police corn mu
cations equipment, alarm
systems, recording systems, weather alert system,
university mainframe, personal computers, university
telephone system, paging
system, and knowledge
and experience related to
public safety/ public relations is preferred Responsibilities include dispatching, police communications
record keeping, university
information, and other related actrvities. Will be required to work holidays and
fill vacancies during vacations, sickness, etc. Salary
$754 per hour Apply in
person at, Human Resources, Sparks Hall, Murray
State University, P.O.Box
9, Murray, KY 42071-0009
An EEO, M/F/D,- AA
employer

UNIVERSITY LAN MANAGER at Murray State Uni
varsity Qualifications Bachelors degree in a technical field highly desired.
Two years experience in a
multi-vendor network environment required Networking protocol experience must include IPX,
TCP/IP, and Ethernet. Experience with switched
Ethernet, APPLETALK,
DECNET and Token Ring
desirable Server experience must 'include Novell
Netware and Windows NT
Any Unix expenece is a
definite plus Desktop support experience should include Windows 3 1, WinctrYNS 95 and Macinteit1T7
I'lle—succsassfu1 ca !crate
must also understand and
have experience installing
10BaseT and 10Base2 premises cabling Responsibilities - University network operations, installing and
maintaining central networking equipment and
providing technical advice
and assistance to campus
network users Application
deadline, July 24, 1996. To
Apply: Send resume to University Network Administrator, Information Systems Department, Murray
State University, P.O. Box
9, Murray, KY 42071-0009.
An EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer.
Agent needed in
the Paducah area Full time
position Experience preferred Send resume to
Lisa Brown, 3121 Parise
Dr, Paducah, KY 42003

Tobacco Workers Needed

Msle
Wanted

Want
To Buy

Fero
Equipment

Business
Rentals

I'LL pay you to lose weight
Get paid to lose up to 30lbs
in the next 30 days 100%
Natural 100% Guaran
teed, no exercise required
Doctor recommended Call
502-354-9404

ANTIQUES by the pieoe
collections 753-9433 day
or night

14FT Krause disk, 4 row
cultivator 502-753-7845

DOWNTOWN upstairs of
lice space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753 1266

LAND SURVEYORS HELPER Experienced preferred, hard work, good
pay Call 901-644-9684
PATTI'S 1880's now hiring
all kitchen positions. Give
us an opportunity to pay
you more than what yoU're
being paid Try us you'll like
our family Dishwashers
pay up to $5.50/hr Call
362-7446 or apply in person 10:30am-5pm
SicaLOIN Slac.kaclia now
hiring grill cook. Apply in
person, MoFri
PAPA John's Pizza now
hiring all positions Assistant Manager, delivery drivers, & in-store positions
available Flexible hours,
perfect for college students Delivery drivers
must be 18 & have good
driving record. Apply in
person
if
VICTIMS Advocate- BA degree in human service field
or 4 yrs, experience in human service or court system. Send resume to Rape
Crisis Center, P.O. Box
8506, Paducah, KY
42002-8506 EOE.
WANTED Block & brick
layer Call 7am- 3 30pm
502-559-8166
WANTED, Helper for Carpet Installation, Call
753-6459 No experience
necessary

8/1/96 - 12/15/96
8/1/96 - 12/18/96
8/1/96 - 12/19/96
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Domestic
& Childcare

75% time guarantee, all tools provided, free
housing to those beyond local recruiting area,
transportation & subsistence paid when 1/2
contract met, $6.00/hr. - cutting/housing.
$5.54/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local
State Employment Service Office.

Tobacco Workers Needed

CHILDCARE provider
needed for atterschool in
my home. 753-9369.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553.
HOME & Office cleaning.
Daily, weekly, summer
cleaning. Ph Valerie,
759-5021.

8/5/96 - 9/14/96
8/10/96 - 9/15/96
8110/96 - 942/96
8/12/96 - 9/10/96

ion
Business
Opportunity,

75% time guarantee, all tools provided,free
housing to those beyond local recruiting
area, transportation & subsistence paid
when 1/2 contract met. $6.00/hr. - cutting/
housing. $5.54/hr. - setting/stripping. Contact local State Employment Service Office.
•

Sacretary/Receptionist — The Calloway
County Board of Education has an opening in
the central office for a full-ilme secretary/
receptionist beginning July 19, 1996. The
position requires above-average computer
skills in word processing, spreadsheet and
data base applications. The individual will be
responsible for coordinating the flow of telephone calls and visitors to the Board of
Education office. The applicant must enjoy
working with a variety of individuals and have
the ability to process multiple work assignments. Position offers excellent fringe benefits. Salary commensurate with education
and experience. Applications are available at
the following address:
Calloway County Board of Education
ATTN: Glenn Grubbs
P.O. Box 800
Murray, KY 42071

he
ity
ts

The Calloway County Board of Education is an
Equal Opportunity Employer

LOOKING for medical professionals. MD's, DC's,
nurses, pharmacists, & all
other medical professionals, that are looking to
make serious passive income. 1-800-455-6234.
OWN your own business
Minit Mart near Kentucky
Lake. Also included, housing or collect the income
from the duplex. Call Century 21, 753-1492. Ask for
Rebecca.
PAY PHONE ROUTE. 35
Local & established sites.
Earn up to $1500 wkly.
1-800-696-4980

ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492 8646 days, 753-1418
evenings

16FT Gooseneck & 1211
bumper hitch 1986 Dodge
D-150, 4wd loaded
492-8411
200

CASH paid for good, used
Sports
nfles, shotguns, and pisEqApassat
Sporting
Benson
tols
Goods, 519 S 12th, 1988 CLUB car, 3- 1991
Yarnahas Reduced West
Murray
Side Golf Cars 435-4446.
CDs, tapes, movies, recent
books, S Nes/ Sega, det3c- GUNS, buy, sell trade
tve magazines Cash or 436-5650
trade 2-1 BooktraderHANDGUNS, Rifles, Shot
Music Too, opposite Penguns Quality Leather Hol
Mayfield
ney's,
sters, Ammos & Access
502-251-3233
BHB Firearms 436-2980
150
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
14-/i1W1—
759-9839
PS Sale
13- COLOR TV & Super
Nintendo combo, $150
759-2314

210
Firewood

'4 CARAT diamond soli- A-FIREWOOD for sale
taire gold engagement ring, 437-4667
size 7, $150 Ladies gold
band with set of 5 dia220
monds, size 7, $125
753-9120.
Musical
3 TON a/c (condensing
unit), like new. Call BALDWIN Electronic
753-8338 after 5
Grand Piano, MIDI capable. Full size keyboard
BASKETBALL Cards for
Never needs tuning, excelsale: 88-89 Flew, Dennis tent condition, $1000
Rodman Rookie'$40 753-5778.
94-95 Finest Refract, Dennis Rodman:$90, 95-96
210
TSC Warp Speed Grant
Hill:$20, 95-96 Molten
11111scollaneous
Metal Grant Hill,$50, 95-96
Scoring Magnet Shaquille FREE Pregnancy Tests
O'Neal.$40, 95-96 Grant's Ufehouse 753-0700
All Rookie Kevin
Garnett:$25. 95-96 Tower
270
of Power Joe Smith ,$20. I
Mobile
would like to trade for a
Homes For Sale
Scottie Pippen 88-89 Fleer
14x60, 2BR, 1 bath, apRookie. Call 753-4899.
pliances, a/c, curtains,
ANTIQUE Grandmother underpinning, ale. pole &
clock. New Westminster decks included,$7200 obo
works, excellent condition 435-4649 after 6pm
498-8981.
14x70, 2BR, 1 bath LoCOMMERCIAL Tanning cated 4 miles south of Murunit, 44 bulb stand up unit, ray on wooded lot for lease.
10-15min tanning. Work- 395-7922 ask for
759-4713, 9am-6pn,.
Shane. Home 362-7992 or
CRAFTSMAN 10in radial 753-5308.
arm saw on metal table 1983, 12x60 EXCELLENT
w/rollers Table extends condition, all appliances inout. Call 753-3300.
cluded, $9,000 obo
GALVANIZED 10x10x6 345-2967
portable dog pen 150. 4 1994 ATLANTIC, 16x80,
S-10 factory wheels shingles, vinyl. All apw/P195-75 R14 Ameritech pliances, 2 decks on beauttires. 200. 502-653-3775. iful rental lot. 759-9600.
MOVING must sell! Large 1 OR 2BR, $3200
Kenmore gas grill, large 6 753-0602
drawer desk, entertainment
cabinet from Germany, 3BR, 2 bath, cent h/a,
Goldstar 1.4cu ft micro- treated wood deck & steps.
wave with turntable, port- 16x80, Like new Fleetable basketball goal/stand. wood. Could arrange financing to qualified buyer.
753-9625.
Call 759-4117, 759-9187 or
NO Payment, No Interest 742-4435.
until Jan of '1997 Or low
7 9% interest on all Cub LARGE yard beautifully
Cadet lawn & garden trac- kept, on peaceful 1.41
tors_ Lambs Small Engine, acres. Nice pond with trees,
good building site Almost
Industrial Rd_ 753-2925.
new MBH, appliances furnished, comm. water,
surveyed by Tom Dowdy.6
Miles west of Murray on
Hwy 94, $47,900.
502-435-4055.
Ready Now
MUST Sell!'86 Clayton modoz.
bile home, 14x70, 3br, 2
bath. New 3 ton heat & air.
Excellent shape. Must be
11,2 MI. SO. of
moved_ Partially furnished
901-232-8361, Stacy.
Lynn Grove

USED Computers, bought
and sold Call 767-0858

00

PORTABLE Miller welder
on the trailer w/torch &
boxes. 250amp cc/cv- ad
dc multi process welder/
power generator, used only
47h r s ,
$ 3 9 00
502-489-2698

•11111111

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world-class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules. Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days off every other weekend. The starling
pay rate is $6.20 and tops off at $8.84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact'

tr.
be
er
,png

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
.
759-2150

is

WAREHOUSE, 3000sq ft,
1:4 blocks off Courtsqu are
in Murray, Ky. at 603-B,
Maple St Call 753-8964

Houses
For Red

HILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts Handicap accessible
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday Friday, 7 30-3 30
Equal Housing Opportunity 437-4113 TOD
1-800-545-1833 X287

1BR 1 bath, stove & refrigerator furnished
electric heat $325/mo, 6
months lease 1mo deposit
No pets Call 753-2905.
753-7536

4BR 2 bath, good neigh
boMood Deposit required
No pets 753-2967 Avail
able Aug 1

KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Westly Village lbr
apartment, utilities in
ducied, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

2BR brick carport, stove.
refrigerator & freezer furnished Full basement w/
washer, dryer hookup,
fenced backyard Small pet
may be allowed 2 Blocks
from University, $500 per
month 753-4199

SUMMER SALE!!! Large
selection of used homes.
PUSH lawn mower, $50 Late and older models.
Large wheel barrel, $40 2 Dinkins Mobile Homes, Inc
Dog houses, $20/ea Hwy 79 E , Pairs, TN
1-800-642-4891
762-4798

280
Mobile
SEE us for your barn or roof
Hodes For Rent
metal. Cut to length.
Cover's 36 inches, many 2BR.near Kirksey Wooded
colors. Economy Metal & lot with creek, newly reSupply Co. 489-2722.
modeled, $275/mo plus deSHARP 7200 plain paper posit. 489-2534, 5-9pm.
copier, reduces/ enlarges, 2BR trailer, no pets
$800 753-60;69 leave 753-9866
message
2 OR 3BR, gas or electric,
SOUND Design stereo at central h/a Edge of city
cabinet, $150. Cosc,o high limits, 753-5209
chair, $25 Toddler bed w/
mattress, $40. DP Weight STILL for rent 2 br trailer,
bench, $20 Easy Glider, completely furnished,
$20. 492-6183 after 5,30 washer & dryer, garage. 11
mi from Murray. 225 mo.
WOODWORKING tools for Good condition. (901)
sale 435-4318
642-5985

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

P

UPRIGHT freezer, like NEAR Hazel Includes
new 753-3772 after trash, water, lawn
2 30pm
$100/mo 492-8488
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class
molding operation. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are either 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short +Waiting period.
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/D/V
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REDUCED, Large country
lot, water furnished,
200amp meter pole, 7 miles
from Murray Call 436-5867
ANTIQUE buffet, excellent leave message
cond Beveled mirror, 3
drawers two door, empire
style Dark oak finish 2000
firm 750-9122 No dealers'
SIX drawer dresser, upright
freezer 753-3772 after
2 30pm
641 STORAGE available.
4x5, 5x10, 10x20 10x25
SOFA, loveseat, 2 end
Visa & Mastercard actables, matching sofa table
cepted 753 5585
Zenith console color TV. 2
recliners All excellent con 650 SO FT near Courts
dibon 753-2753 after 6pm quare at 500 Maple St in
753-2922 before 5pm
Murray Call 753 8964

ref Roe
Oct....
CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$413/mo 759-4081
A

For Ws
Or Lead

3BR,2 bath,9 miles west of TOBACCO barn sell or
University Heights
Murray. $550/mo rent & rent, 32x 52 489-2116
Apartments Is now
deposit. References re- leave message.
_....quirad _No pets 4E19-2296_
spp
1,2,A15 apts. Vumished7"- ac%coPtilati
for 1 & 2 bad
lions
t-bath, central gas very nice -near MSU No -4.
370
room rental assisted
heat & air in town, $500/rno
pets
75 3 - 1 25 2
Uvsesock
opening
apartments
plus deposit & references
days,753-0606 after 5pm
Stooliss
489-4414, 489-2364
soon. These are for
1BR Apt & efficiency Apt
disabled,
families
er
3BR house, $60
available now Coleman
1994 LILY Hay Cutter conhandicapped, senior
month. d
RE, 753-9898.
ditioner Has cut less than
citizens, wheelchair
60 acres $7500 492 6174
1BR, duplex w/gas heat
accassibis. For more
7
Rent/ deposit, $275 412N
Information call
5th St 759-4696
502-726-1459
Mon -Wed -Fri.
1BR furnished apt,
Wide selection of quality manufac$200/mo plus deposit No
8:30 cm.-1:30 p.m.
tured
homes to fit your family's needs
pets. 121 N next to fairImpaired
For
hearing
and budget. No credit or credit probgrounds 753-3139.
only call
lems??? Perhaps we can help! Call or
OR 2br apts near down1-800-247-2510.
town Murray 753-4109
Equal Housing Opportunity
2BR, Central h/a, 1909A
Westwood Dr, $350 plus
deposit No pets lease
MUR-CAL Apartments now
753-8002 after 5
accepting applications for
Camden, TN
2BR, central h/a, washer, 1, 2 and 3br apartments.
dryer & dishwasher. Water, Phone 759-4984, Equal
trash pickup and lawn care Housing -OppOrtiiiiity.
provided. 11 Miles from MURRAY Manor ApartMurray, $385/mo plus dements now accepting appliposit. 762-4483, 8-4 or
cations for 1-2br apart345-2748 after 5pm
ments. Apply in person
2BR house near Southwest 1:30pm-4pm, Mon-Fri,
C.W. SHELTON, AUCTIONEER
Elementary, 5 acres, 1409 Duigiud Dr
$395/plus deposit. AvailTUESDAY,
JULY 9, 1996, 6:00 p.m.
NOW taking applications
able July 4- Also new Dufor Section 8 low rent hous28 ACRES WOODED LAND
plex in town, 2br, $425/plus
ing. Apply in person at
deposit. Appliances furnLocation:
13 miles southwest of Murray, 20
Southside Manor, 906
ished. 753-1266, 8-5, M- F.,
miles southeast of Mayfield in the Edgehill
Broad
St
Extended,
beotherwise leave message
tween 8am-12noon. No
Community which is near Bell City, KY.
2BR, nice Duplex, available phone calls please. Equal
From Mayfield, go Hwy.97 to Edgehill Road
now, central h/a. Coleman Housing Opportunity
and proceed approximately two miles to
RE 753-9898.
auction site. From Murray, go Hwy. 94, 7
HAZEL Apts has available
Classifieds
miles to Lynn Grove community, turn south
2br apt Must be 62, handOffice Open
on
rt. 1836 and go 4.5 miles to Edgehill Road,
icapped, or disabled. Rent
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
turn right and go a short distance to auction
based on income_ Equal
Monday-Friday
Housing Opportunity.
site.
8 a.m.-11 a.m.
TDDS1-800-247-2510,
This tract of land had the timber cut several .
Saturday
527-8574 or 492-8721
years ago and has not had anything done to it
since. This is a hunter's paradise or with
proper management has lots of other potential. For an atrial photo or description of the
property, contact selling agenL

IV=

see Sue or Berbera.

Best Home Center
901-584-2009

ABSOLUTE AUCTION SALE

[

Closeout Sale
On All 1996 Models
Shop and Compare
Many To Choose From.

Terms: Be 20% down day of sale and balance
deliv, of deed within 30 da s.

on

C.11. Shelton Auction Compans
C.%1 . Shelton. Broker/Auctioneer
212 S. 7th Street
Nlatield., KY 421100
502-247-1385
TOLL FREF
1800) 455-5864

Best Home Center
Camden, TN

901-584-2009

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For
Away $6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)
vow
4112:rk
,,

,

DIAL ft- 753-1916
(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reftitence)

CAMP
SEPTIC TANK CLEANING
7 Days Per Week
MURRAY 753-9224

PSYCHIC READINGS
* by Mrs. Anne *
Tells Past, Present and Future Advice On
All Affairs Of Life.
Palm & Tarat Card Reading Also Available
208 S. 12th • Murray • 767-0508

David's Cleaning Services

, Complete Formal Wear Headq srters
•
Formal Wear
and Limousine
•
Over 20 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
* Rentals begin at $29.99
Wear.
* AMA's largest & only In Stock Formal *
* Social Invitations by Carlson Craft and McPherson.
* Discounts on rentals depending on size of wedding.
304 Main Street
Court Square West
Murray, KY 02071
Paris, TN 38242
(502) 753-1300
(901)642-5300
Weddin:s, Prom and Banquets

Ed's Wheel. Alignment

'CleaningVinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Boats • and Dnyesvays
• Paritina Lois • All Extenor Cleaning • Acid Cleaning Available
David Borders
Insured
Completery Mobile

Phone
(502)759-4734
Cellular (502)853-1108

Alignment & Complete Brake Service,
Struts and Shocks etc.
301 Olive St.
Murray, KY 42071

Mon-Fri.
7:00-4:00

Edison Jones, Owner
(5021 753-1351

ECONCIMY METAL & SUPPLY CO.
"Your Seem For Metal Roofing & Siding"
Doors, Windows, Door Tracking lk Trolleys, and
Insualtion for Metal Buildings
Bunerworth Rd. (Hwy 299) Office (502) 489-2722
Murray', KY 42071
Homes: (502) 489-2724

An Equal Opportunity Employer - MiF/D/V

On

360

2BR, $295/mo plus depo
sit 753-9826

320

SAVE!! Close-out on all
1996 model homes! Quality
built homes at Hugh Savings. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 E.,
Paris, TN 1-800-642-4891

RIDING mowers, push
mowers, tillers. 753-822.

the

OFFICE space for lease
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

3-10
Hewes
For Red

SWEET
CORN
$1.50
435-4131

COMPAQ Pentium computer with 12meg RAM,
785MB HD, 28.8 modem,
CD-ROM. System includes
VGA monitor and Epson
Color Stylus Inkjet printer.
All for $1,000. Call
762-6628.

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units avail
able
753 2905 or
753-7536

9

MONDAY, JULY 8, 1996

340

120

060

r<•

KTN CARPET CLEANING
Carpet •
Upholstery
1 (800) 642-7740
Dial the 800 number first. Wen you
heaps Worded message enter the
Jun Ctyk0
Ramie England
Access Code 85.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDIC ARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does not pay.$136 on Part A:5100 on Part B.Call me
for more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR. MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Roberts

4,„

.S
41
1•51.

Realty
Terry Walter - Broker/Owner
753-1651
1-800-455-1651

BUS.: (502)

Anna Requarlh
Joan Waiter
Bob Rodgers

414 S 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
Jean Bird
Bonnie Chambers
Carolyn Hicks

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

753-6952
•

•

„

•

• .,`•
‘<••••

•
alr" 4r-"•Ir :
44 14 .41
.
•
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MONDAY, JULY 8, 1996

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

370

AtiO

460

530

LIvestcck
'35—s

Homes
For Sale

Moines
For Salo

59 ROLL'S of Hay for sale
1 000 pound roll. $20 roll
492-61.74

2 STORY brick, 4br, 2
bath Quality construction
$194,000 obo 759 2571
4354040, 435-4013

SOUTHWEST Villa Subdivisiori 4br plus 3 baths,
less than 1yr old 753-3167

8YR Old Quarterhorse
Gelding small horse,$850
437 4436
SYR old pony, gentle $300
Saddle & bridle,$150
436-5034

9LACK 7yr old Registered
Tennessee Walking horse
Show & Pleasure riding
Call after 7pm 759-4130
REGISTERED Gelbvieh
Bull 3yrs Bought at MSU
Bull Test sale EPD's avail
able Good producer
436-2858

2YR Old home Open plan
cathedral ceiling 2br 2
bath front porch quality
construction Ph 759 2571
3 BR, 1 Bath 506 Vine St
CUTE 59,000 753 8734
or 559-4570
3BR 1 bath house on large
shady lot, located on 121
So Appliances intuded
Call after 5pm 75-T7232
3BR bock large lot, c a &
gas heat, double garage
753 8161 after 5

VICTORIAN farmfiouse,
new construction on 23
acres. 2000sq ft, 3br,
baths, Gourmet kitchen,
ceramic tile
kitchen and
bathrooms Fireplace, wrap
around porch with dining
area, plenty of closet
space Secluded location
only 8 miles east of Murray
18 Acres of lush pasture,
perfect for horsesor cattle
Beautiful views A real
dream house Asking in the
150's Call 759-2310
Please leave message
470

3 OR 4BR. 3 bath house in
Lynn Grove area. Call

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30+ years exBOBBY
perience
HOPPER 436 5848

1986 FORD Ranger,
4-wheel dr ext cab 30xxx
actual miles on motor Very
good mechanical condition
4000 obo

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The AppiiAppliance
Works. 753-2455

1990 MAZDA B2200 p u
48xxx miles, new tires
435-4593
1994 GMC ext cab.
Leather interior, fully
loaded 40xxx miles.
17,000 502-653-3775.
'91 SILVERADO, red/ red,
power w/l, 350 Well kept,

filotorrydss

87xxx miles. 753-7976.

Ge°44;cwitfte."24644=:95
5,1 9111-batrrtiltilt--. after
11 eiztntirfit
Aete
•
,( EVY
C*▪ ACFA Himalayan ttens --It1"
7 m
Dong
. Umilt.d
Champion bloodline, 1 home, 1 35 acre lot on
$139,000 1903 BLASTER,4 wheeler, Edition) Ext cab, black,
male. 3 female, Blue Tortie ran Road,
good condition. Call 4x4, 21xxx miles. Good
and Fled, $300 obo. 753-4547 Or 753-2833
condition, $17,800. Call
"53,-.8690, leave message. BEAUTIFUL new construc- 753-8666 or 753-6433.

2 ADORABLE Toy Red tion, 1'6 miles north of 'HONDA V-65 Sabre
male Poodle puppies Ex- Murray in estabhshed sub- 1100cc, mint concition,faircellent pet stock First division 3br 2 baths, large ing. shaft drive, water
AC Registered
Hunter.
Championship
First shots &
759-9405

Chocolate
retriever,
bloodline
wormed

_40-o_bedience claws Or
private Serving Murray 14
years. 436-2858
FERRET & cage for sale to
good home, $75 obo
59-9042
YORKIE puppy, male.
AKC, lOwks, shots,
wormed Tiny 0011 face
502-623-8119

I

Tired Of The
Same Old
Yard Sales?

Come to
1105 Elm St.
Mon., July 8
or
1 Tues., July 9
7 a.m. till ?
You'll feel you
found gold.
•

Red
Estate
5 ACRES, $46,000
,nn Grove area
• '54645
• • -^,LEY Appraisals. Bob
aley, state -certified
--;1-4218 .WPERUD Realty has
yFgs waiting to purchase
-es all price ranges. If
• are thinking of selling_ '.act one of our courte= and professional
agentrat 753-1222 or stop
office at 711 Main St.

front porch & rear deck. cooled 9xxx miles
attached garage City gas & 435-4129
water, Oak cabinetry, large
kitchen & dining room and SUMMERT1k4E Fun' 1995
Honda Nighthank, 1500
lots of closet space
436-5362, 436 5437 or moles, red Must sell, $2100
obo 489-2405 after 5
759-4567
490

BY Owner - Reduced,
00 -Goatee/ Rumhouse 4br, 2+ bath, studio,
new central heat & air, 2
acres. Owner/ Agent
489-22a:
CUSTOM built home. Martin Heights, 3br, 271 baths.
All amenities to make living
and entertaining easy. Call
753-3903 for appointment
GATESBOROUGH 4br, 4
bath, 2 story, 41004 sq'ft.
Lots of extras, Walnut cabinets, Conan baths,
decks, gazebo, sprinkler
system, large game room,
study. 753-5940,
436-5946.

HOUSE in need of family 4
Or, 1 bath, breezeway, attached garage Large
fenced in yard 691<
753-9369
LOTS of windows 'to view
roiling hillside or lake From
inside balcony view the outside or the living'area with
dining and living area with
fireplace. Decorator upgrades, large view deck,
muted tone decor. Call
Century 21 753-1492 ask
for Rebecca
LYNN GROVE, 3br brick,
17, bath, gas central tva.
NI appliances, fenced yard
with pool & deck Pasture
available, $500/mo Mature
shade. 435-4446.
NEARLY new custom built,
3br, 2ba,I% story artfully
sited on three acxes. Hardwood floors, gourmet
kitchen, workshop. Over
3000sq ft living area for
only $141,900. Call Century 21, Loretta Jobs Realtors. 753;1492, ask for
Tina.

NEW PAINT, new carpet,
tracts of wooded 3br home, ready to move

_

ruilding sites 8, 9, or 10 into. Call Bob Perrin, Grey's
e tracts Only ire of Properties, 759-2001
-rich lett Call Century 21, Evenings 753-3509
'3-1492 Ask for Dallas
WHY wonder about selling _NICELY decorated, 3br,
Real Estate at aucNon? Call Wilson Real Estate at 753-5086

' MILE FROM MURRAY
, Acres commercial or
r,sidental on Hwy 94E &
'night Rd, city water
'
3urci-iase all or choose lot
size Priced to sell
753 3734 or 759-4851 be
';re 5pm
LOTS with 24'x30 gar& electric service, lo..ited in Preston Heights.
Y7r0 feet from city limits All
.1,
derground city utilities
724 qoo 753 2339
•

JGE corner lots in Pre,ton Heights, 500 feet from
city limits All underground
city utilities 753-2339

1'4 bath brick ranch,
13004q ft with large fenced
bad' yard, carport & 2.put
buildings Recent updates

include extehor/ intenor
paint, carpet, ceiling fans,
appliances, water heater,
water line and sewer line,
$68,900 753-5958

Used
1974 BROWN LTD Ford,
40xxx miles, like new. Also,
nice. 1982 burgandy Delta
88 Olds. Call 753-8149 or
753-0292 after.5pm.
1981 TOYOTA Corolla EX,
very good condition, cold
air, 5 seri, am/fm, 1 owner.
$1500 436-2964
1989 DAYTONA, red, 5sp
with bra, rear sunshade,
sunroof, 691< miles Asking
$3200. 753-3435.
1989 FORD Taurus wagon,
$3,000 obo 507S 6th St
753-6147
1991 FORD Tempo GL,
white, 4cyl, auto, excellent
condition, $ 4 200.
759-3139.
1991 MERCURY Sable.
Very, high miles, very low
price. Air needs work.
$2750. 753-4573.
1991 NISSAN NX 1600,
black, 2dr, digital speedometer, low mileage. Call
759-9480
1992 MAXIMA, loaded;
electric sunroof, great condition 759-2366
1992 PLYMOUTH Laser,
$6900 obO 753-2297
1994 Mazda 626. Low
miles All power, moonroof.
White. 753-1078.

•

45e
Finns
For Sale

REDUCED '86 FORD
Taurus Stationwagon.
loaded, power windows,
seats, steering Lumbar
cushion, cruise control

leather seats. New tires
77xxx miles, price $3500
Cal 753-0731.
'88 TAURUS, runs good,

Homes
Sale

For

2BR 1 bath vinyl home in
town, city utilities, central
gas heat Asking $45,900
753-6812 after 5,30.
•
•
••••:

2BR horne„approx 4 miles
troll) _towriAti. 1.3 acras.

ecently redecorated
Great neighborhood
759-9695

CUSTOM bulldozing and LAMB'S Painting and Con

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134

CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll- owner
502-492-6159

BUSHHOGGING, finish
mowing & trimming, garden
and yard tilling 492-8530
BUSHHOGGING, Grader
blade work (driveways
yards etc) Yard mowing &
trimming Free estimates
Call Gary 753-0912
CARPET Cleaning Special
$25 CO a Standard size
room Free Scotchguarding
and Deordizing 436-2654

Need A
Carpenter?
753-2627
Will do all typos
Of work.
Specialize In:

•Flooring
'
Decks
Porches
•Handralls
•Garages
TRUCK camper top, leer,
•Other Odd Jobs
black, for short bed compact pick up, S-10, Toy,

436-2964.
510

1993 DODGE Caravan SE,
48xxx miles, exceptionally
dean, excellent mechanical Fully loaded. dark tint
Alter market add- ons, asking $12.950 436-2669 after 5pm

Custom Woodworking

SuNBURY

Boat*
& Motors
10 FT. Jon boat, trolling.
motor & battery. 175 obo.
753-3258 after 5 p.m.
17FT Astroglass bass boat,
V6 Black Max, loaded
Must sell,$2800. 16FT PolarKraft, 35hp Johnson

1982 16FT PolarKraft, extra wide writ* runner, 25hp
Suzuki motor. 437-4959.

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

Your

PONTOON BOATS 11995 remains at dealers
cost 24FT, 96s also in
stock BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS
800-3549501
TIGERSHARK personal
watercraft, limited 1995's
available at huge discounts BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS.
800-354-9501.

FOR SALE • NEW • READY FOR OCCUPANCY
3 BR, 2 BA, Great Room with cathedral
ceiling, 3_tray ceilings, whirlpool tub, loaded
with extras. 2208 Carol Drive, Preston
Heights. 759-4586.

stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tim

Lamb
436-5744,
1400-548-5262..
A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spray-

mb Brothers

Tree Service

50.2-436-5744
IL-1300-5443-5.26.2

Free Estimates UCKNISED & INSURED
Tree Trimming
24 Hr. Servks
Tree Removal
OWINfi
&
Operated
Gutter Cbaning &
Stump Removal
Muirit Hauling
BY
Cleanup Service
um umB
Landscaping
Light Hauling Etc.
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
*(,),I.,Int. St:r
Tree Spraying
Equipment
viCt.'

For Sale By Ovmer...Grestly Reduced!!!
Very well built three bedroom, tree bath home in Campbell
F states This home has a solid oak w,ndirig staircase, large
oedroorrs, and lots of storage space The upstairs features
a great place for luds to romp CY adults to get away
$143,90000

759-9835 or 753-0834

Prestige Homes r1:1
Building quality homes at an affordable price. Free floor plan consulting and building estimates.
We make a difference by being different!
Call today and see why your ho_rne should
"-'bObtiiIt with PR.ESTIGE!,

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

AFFORDABLE quality ser
vice you'll be proud of
Building, remodeling, vinyl
siding roofing, decks, per
ches. fences and repairs
Specializing in custom
woodwork Free Estimates
759-44,41
ALL around hauling, junk
clean up, cleaning out
sheds, gutters tree work
Free estimates Joe Lamb
436 2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations slabs, side*
alks driveways, txoldings
remodeling. repairs AGC
•certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056

OWENS Corning. 20yr
guarantee shingles. New
roof,- reroof, tear offs. Norton Construction Bucha
nan, TN. 901-644-9948
PAINTER. Call 753-7848
for more information.
PAINTING, interior, exterOr. Roofing, home repairs.
Free estimates 436-5032,
anytime
PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair
Reasonable rates,
502 437 4545

••

cluality workmanship, 25
years experience, FREE
Estimates. James McFarlane. 759-9750.
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks; additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates. 753-2592.
WELDING: Portable,
stickes, MIG, heli-arc, brazing. Mild steele, stainless,
aluminum and cast iron.

Call David at 436-5638.
VCR- repairing,
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fn,9-12, 1-5.
PLUMBING repairs, fast Free estimates. Visa/MC
service. 436-5255
accepted 753-0530.
560

Frse
Colima
FREE kittens, dewormed,
house trained 436-2510

Dr. Judy Brookhlser, chair of the department of health, physical education
and recreation at Murray State University, presents Pam Thomas of Nashville,
Tenn., the Outstanding Exercise Science•Award at the university's annual
Honors Day program In May. She is the daughter of Thomas B. Haugh of
Inverness, Fla., and Jean Dickerson of Martinsville, Va.,and is married to Dick
Thomas. A May 1996 cum laude graduate of Murray State, Thomas maiored in
exercise science and mlnored in American Humanics. She was also named to
Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities In 1995-96.

HOROSCOPES

JULY 9,1996'
Nimmimill i 4, TUESDAY,
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on,your own
ATTENTIO
N i dateof birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone Company will bill you 99
0 Con
Contractor
ents a minute,)
or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
Licensed Master Plumber
Fro* Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

&loo
n; 436-2667i
P

inhaff.
r••0 a COOING P•KX.vc

.,•••1

HERNDON'S HEATING & COOLING
We Service All Makes & Models
Cali 4364066
Heating & Air Conditioning
Gas Piping • New Systems & Change-Outs
Serving Murray & Calloway Co.
Fully Licensed & Insured • 10 Years Experience

Joel Herndon
498-8980

ing, serving Murray. Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
hauling, tree trimming
Free Estimates Mark
Lamb
436-5791,
436-2528

MULCH,delivered. Mune
-436-5560

502-759-9672

WNW

•

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup & delivery
753-5668

s!

530

Smokes
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

630 N 4th Si. (Nut is Larittor Maw)• Murri),
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

1996 DONZI 275 LXC
(29'3' overall) midberth
cruisers, loaded, 20K in options, Reg. $59,990, Now

Includes trailer, cover and
life jacket. Less than 15
hours nde time. 7000 Call
753-9864 or 395-5032 Ask

bile homes, brick & vinyl
Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
Free estimates 753-6490

MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
751-5940

Fishing converts to Duck
hunting with blind, $2000
435-4561.

$49,990. BEAR CREEK
BOAT
WERKS.
800-354-9501.
36FT Gibson, newly.redecorated, 440 Chrysler engine, $16,300 753-9826.
'96 KAWASAKI 750 jet ski

vices 'Cleaning' Vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

Bath Cabinets

Custom
CABINETS
I WOODWORKING
Will Build To
Specification

1985 SEARAY, 270 Sundancer,$30,000 753-9562
or 753-4301

LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. 25yrs Experience.
Free estimates. 753-5827
LEWIS EXTERIOR
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- CLEANING. House, mo-

R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
home hookup, new construction, rewinng, trouble
shooting & repairs Free
estimates, fast service Call
anytime
Murray,
762-0001
SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co.
753-6433.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free es
timates Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690.

• Drop by and sce our showroom

520

and available with early
season discounts at BEAR
CREEK BOAT WERKS.
800-354-9501.
1992 FORD Aerostar Must
sell, outstanding condition
753 0717

All Types Of:

Kitchen &

tractors No job too large or
small
Residential
Sandblasting Spray Paint
mg 1 800-636 5262

ROOFING and painting, interior, exterior, etc. 25yrs
LAMB Brother Home Im- experience.
10% Discount/
provements, remodeling, Senior Citizens.
Mowing &
additions, roofing, siding, Yard Maintenance
free estimates 436-2269
474-0107.

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

home. 25FT long, self- contained, generator, roof air,
stove, refrigerator, sleeps 6
to 8 people. Ph 753-9137 if
no answer leave message_

backhoe work, septic sys
tems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar

DRYWALL, finishing, reCARPORTS for cars and pairs. additions and blow7--letteks.---Special saes 4Or mg ceilingshem., -beele:---RVe-- and etc Excellent protection. high quality, excellent FOUR Star Mobile Home,
value Roy Hill 759-4664 parts & service. Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
CLEANING yards, barns warranty, tan, beige, white,
sheds, attics garages grey. 492-8.488
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb 436-5950
KITCHEN CABINET RECOUNTERTOPS, custom FACING Make your old
Homes, trailers, offices new again with Formica. All
Wulff's Recovery. Murray colors, free estimates
436-5560
Wulff's Recovery. Murray.
CUSTOM BUILT wooden KY 436 5560
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860
LAMB Bros Home Exter
- Vinyl siding, replacement windows, roofing &
gutter repair. Reliable, fast
service. Licensed & Insured. Free Estimates
436-5950.

NICE 1974 Chevy pickup,
blue, auto, chrome wheels,
white letter tees, bed cover,
rebuilt trans, 60xxx miles,
$3400. 753-2850,
436-2727

br Jeff or leave a message
engine has been overCELEBRITY Boats
hauled, $2000 obo
-18%31', most in stock now
436-2763

ACREAGE for sale 1 A to
275-A Owner financing
502-759 4713, 9am 5pm
460

BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair. replacement 759-1515

1977 SOUTHWIND Motor

Services
Clawed

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drive
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

-

SOUTHWEST Villa Subdi,
• ision ready to build
753-3167
TWO custom building sites
in the country, 3 miles to
downtown Murray Both 3+
acres, paved frontage rood
Shared well Restricted.
Owner finance possible
Call 753-5231.

759-5661 after 6pm, or
leave message

530
Services
()tiered

1977 FORD F700 dump
truck. 120xxx miles (40xxx
on 391 engine). 5sp. tubeless radials, trailer brakes
25, 500 GVM (no CDL required), $6500 759-1515

4982-485-S -Heinele---AP•fl—

sots, $100--oa 762-4798
or 753 6749

5311
Seniors
Offered

4125 Mill Creek Road
Crossland

MURRAY BP
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
S1 n99
4
9
46

Ma
.

(most

cats & light trucks)

461i0

1200 S. 12th St. • 502-753-0066

GET

AUTO CREDIT

Been Turned Down Before?
Bad Credit • No Credit
Bankruptcy • Divorce

GET A NEW START

1-800-511-0715

NO CREDIT
APPLICATION REFUSED:
-INSTANT CREDIT'
AVAILABLE!
Reestablish Your Credit

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): You feel
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A very enthusiastic about your work
prominent individual will decide to .today. Complete pending projects
,become your mentor. Although before starting new ones. Friends
financial support is forthcoming, may not follow through on their
there could be strings attached. promises. Have a backup plan.
Have faith in an inspired idea; it
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
could .lead to fame and fortune! Focusing on creative work will help
Early in 1997, you and a friend may you take another giant step up the
come to a parting of ways. Becom- ladder ,of success. A promotion is
ing involved in community affairs forthcoming. Delegate routine tasks
will give you new social prestige._ and minor details.
Your income could rise sharply by
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
next spring. Romance deepens. may need to tone down your work
View a number of properties if wardrobe. Adopt classic styles. Fulthinking of buying a new home.
fill your obligation to a parent. PayCELEBRITIES 'BORN ON ing back a loan should be a priority.
THIS DAY: actor Jimmy Smits,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
actress Kelly McG illis, phiIan- Help children learn independence by
thropist Dr. Mathilde Krim, novelist teaching them to do things for themBarbara Cartland.
selves. Their teachers will be most
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): appreciative! Part-time work may be
You obtain the material resources the answer for a parent who wants to
and contacts you need to launch a spend more time with offspring. special campaign. Mend a relationSAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
ship with a sibling by extending the .2!): Be skeptical of information you
olive branch. The two of you are ' receive from a new source. Your
more alike than you think!
love life gets a boost from a person
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): with a very different background.
Avoid pressing your luck. This is Family and friends may be worried
not a good day to change your envi- 'abaft a recent financial decision.
ronment. Spiritual growth should be
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
a priority. Decide what is really 19): Your methods gain acceptance
important to you.
at work. An unexpected turnabout in
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): An a key relationship is encouraging!
important agreement tan be reached Socializing with a co-worker could
today. You feel more passionate lead to a romantic encounter.
about your work than ever! Avoid
AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18):
situations that could cause you tax An influential person acting on your
problems. Consult your accountant behalf, could precipitate a career
or lawyer if you have unanswered breakthrough.. Vital information is
questions,
gleaned from An unusual source.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22):
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):A
You have more energy now.--A confidential one-on-one meeting is
dynamic individual can help you enhanced by Lay Luck'. Discuss the
achieve your goals. Make certain prds and cons of a plan with your
y9ur agenda is realistic. Although colleagues before making a final
your creative potential is great. you decision. A new Ally emerges.
must work at your art every day.
Emphasize shared values:

•••

•

TODAY'S CHILDREN are bright.,gentle and-quietly-determined.
Beneath a quiet exterior lies a will of steel. These affectionate younpters
sometimes have difficulty talking about things that are really important to
Them. A silioahry &ithamitinieitis mew vitr help'thew talented-aWren
express themselves through music, art or sports. Read between the-lines if
these Cancerians are reluctant 'to discuss their goals. Curious and detail-oriented. they make magnificent scientists...researchers and investigators.
3
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Ten years ago
Murray State University Summer Community Band will present a concert tonight on the campus quadrangle in front of Lovett
Auditorium. Dennis L. Johnson is
the conductor.
The Eta Chapter of Alpha
Upsilon Alpha honor society has
been established at Murray State
University. Dr. Yancey Watkins
is advisor.. Officers are Holly
Bloodworth, Carolyn Lawrence,
Stephanie Ray and Bonnie
Higginson.
Mr. and Mrs. Delton Dodds
were married for 50 years June
27.
Births reported include a girl to
Tressa and Terry Jones, July 2.
Twenty years Aga_

TODAY IN HISTORY

Thirty years ago
There is no change in the strike
picture at Murray Division of
Tappan Company, according to
company and union officials. The
strike started July 1.
Glen Chaney, Billy Hendon,
Larry Wisehart, Keith Starks,

Henry Armstrong and Stephen
Spiceland, members, and Milton
Walston, advisior, of Calloway
County High School Chapter of
Future Farmers of America, spent
a week, June 27 to July 1, at

Leadership Training Center at
Hardinsburg.
Marcia Jones and David Crick
were married June 10 at Brooks
Chapel United Methodist Church.
The fmaily of the late W.A.

and 28 feet wide, and supported
by eight-foot high piers. Charles
Miller of Calloway County Road
Department is foreman for the
project.
Calloway County Farm Agent
Ted Howard has reported scttered
crop damage from a summer hail
storm which struck July 4 in the
Penny, Almo and Oaks Country
Club areas.
---Karew-Hussung, Kathy Rogers,
and Suzi RObinson, all students at
Murray State University, are
serving as home missionaries for
Southern Baptists this summer.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. A. Dale Dix, June
5.

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday. July 8, the 190th day of 1996. There
are 176
days left in the year.
On July 8, 1776, Col. John Nixon gave the first public reading of
the Declaration of Independence to a crowd gathered at Independence
Square in Philadelphia.
On this date:
In 1663, King Charles II of England granted a charter to Rhode
Island.
In 1839, American oilman John D. Rockefeller was born in Richford, N.Y.
In 1853, an expedition led by Commodore Matthew Perry arrived in
Yedo Bay, Japan, on a mission to seek diplomatic and trade relations
with the Japanese.
In 1889, The Wall Street Journal was first published.

In 1891, Warren G. Harding married Florence K. DeWolfe in
Marion, Ohio.
In 1907, Florenz Ziegfeld staged his first "Follies,' on the roof of

July 3 -at -Ellis Center, Murray. -Flamer—
In 1947, demolition work began in New York City to make way for
Forty years ago
Alvis Jones, chairman of Mur- the new permanent headquarters of the United Nations.
In 1950, Gen. Douglas MacArthur was named commander-in-chief
ray Zoning Commission,
appeared before the Murray City of United Nations forces ite'Korea.
Council and said "that some sysIn 1975, President Ford announced he would seek the Republican
tematic zoning of the city is nomination for the presidency in 1976.
necessary." He added "the comIn 1994, Kim II Sung, North Korea's communist leader since 1948,
mission was doing as well as died at age 82.
their knowledge allowed them,
Ten years ago: Kurt Waldheim was inaugurated as president of
but that he felt that some expert Austria despite .controversy over his alleged ties to Nazi war crimes.
advice was needede for the future Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, widely regarded as "father of the
nuclear navy," died in Arlington, Va., at age 86.
planning of the city."
Ralph Oliver, Ruetta Overby,
Five years ago: Reversing earlier denials, Iraq disclosed for the first
Jtalph McCasey, Carolyn Wood, time that it was carrying out a nuclear Ayea_pons_prggrpsi,_inchiding the
-Anita MCDoiigal, Nalicjr-Gibbi; production
'
Ronnie Moubray and Benita MidOne year ago: Chinese-American human rights activist Harry Wu
dox, members of Murray Train- was arrested in China and charged with obtaining state secrets (he was
ing School Orchestra, were later convicted of espionage and deported last August). A deadly heat
awarded Junior Siring Scholar- wave began in the nation's midsection; it claimed more than 800 lives,
ships for the current 1956 sum- more than half of them in Illinois. Steffi Graf won the women's sinmer term by Music Department gles title at Wimbledon, defeating Arantxa Sanchez Vicario 4-6, 6-1,
of Murra Woman's Club.
7-5.

DAILY COMICS

West dealer,
East-West vulnerable.

MY NIECE IS IN TOWN
AND NEEDS A DATE
FOR SOME SHINDIG-.
DO YOU
KNOW ANY
BACHELORS

NORTH

r YOU LOST FOUR POUNDS
OVER THE WEEKEND ON

40U LOST FOIE ,POUNDS ON YOU (..06T SIX POUNDS ON
THE "FtUE-DAY ftURAGLE
CASell&E 50UP? I COULD
DIET"'? NO! WHY DIDN'T KAYE DONE CR138ACiE SOUP!
I DO THE 'FRIE-DAV
I COULD HAVE DONE LIQUID
MIRACLE DIET"?'
PROTEIN!...WHY NOWT I

ATKINS?! PACK! SHOULD
HAVE DONE ATKINS!

LISTEN TO THE FALSE
CLAIMS'? WHY? WNW!

3

AO "sib

FOR 13ETTER or FOR WORSE
C,ONGRATuLATiONG,Gon
FiND TRACE (

II

yot..) HAVE A CANOPY AND
t<leist
—c
-9-YE8H rril
SAFER WHEN WE'RE
WORKNG Fri NiGHT

Gfie,GORO.DIDyouEVER,IN
YoUri tou.oEsy- omms
imAGNe-you OWN A
PLJiC LiKETHIS:fj veto,

9

I GUESS I DID-

ts
Is

of her fenced back yard. Better
to tell your son to refrain from
climbing the tree in his yard to
get an eyeful.

DEAR ABBY: I am a happily
married woman. My husband and I
have been married for nine years.
We have three children, ages 7, 5
and 3.
My question concerns my husband's first marriage, which lasted

points.
A heart was led to the ace and

lp

IC
GARFIELD
(WE ALWAYS MARK OUR
OWN TERRITORY
2

t-

1ent-

and

annulled

no children from that marriage, and
it is now a part of the distant past:
I think our children should be
told about their father's first marriage, don't you? If you think they
should be told, when and how
should I bring it up?
Please don't use my name, as
few people outside my family know
about this.
FEELING GUILTY

DEAR FEELING GUILTY:
There is no reason to feel guilty
since that marriage was
annulled and there were no
children involved. I see no reason to tell your children about
it. However, since it is on your
mind, you
them
lem wh
they ar, all 0_ ,e
what a divorce is.
•

•

DEAR ABBY: I recently became

legally separated and have no
intention of reuniting with my.
estranged husband. Because his
employer provides excellent benefits

for our entire family, we have
agreed not to divorce until one,of us
decides to marry again.
I am not interested in hearing
approval or disapproval of this
amingement. however, I would like
to know if I am morally obligated to
continue wearing inyz_medding- ringuntil we are legally divorced.
Please do not tell me that if I had
morals I -would get a divorce. My
financial situation makes the con-

tinuance of benefits imperative to
the survival of my family.BENEFITING IN
EL CAJON,CALIF.
•
- DEAR BENEFITING: No one
is "niorally obligated" to wear a
wedding ring under any circumstances. Furthermore, the presence of a wedding ring does not
necessarily indicate that the
wearer is married. Neither does
the absence of one guarantee
that the person is not married.

declarer cashed the ace of spades,
discarding the jack of hearts. After
playing the ace of diamonds, South
led a low trump to his nine. He then
4 10 8 6 4
ruffed a diamond,finessed the ten of
WEST
EAST
clubs, repeated the finesse to his
+ KQJ10853
962
jack and cashed the ace, catching
11 75 2
K Q 10
East's king. When the diamonds
•J 9 3
•Q 10 6
proved to be divided 3-3, the Cana44K 75 3
dian defenders wound up with no By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
SOUTH
tricks to show for their double.
At the second table, something
DEAR DR. GOTT: MY'28-year old
1P.I 4
_
very-strangeoccurred-.Allfour play- daughter is in goixThealt _
h, is a non
K 8754 2
ers passed! Apparently, the U.S. smoker, doesn't drink, and is
expect
4.AQJ92
North thought his hand was not ing her first baby soon. She wants to
The bidding:
good enough to open(only 12 high- have it at home under the direction ot
HOW NM TEARS West
North East South
card
points), and South, scared to a midwife. Is sUch an individual able
MUST I SHED
Pass
1 ql
Pass
2•
death about the majors and holding to handle unexpected emergencies"
BEFORE I LOSE
2+
Pass
Pass
3
only 11 high-card points,also passed. We love our daughter so much and
POUND OF
Pass
4
II
Dble
5+
Thus, North-South never bid on a don't want to lose her or her child
WATER WEIGHT?
Pass
Pass
Dble
Pass
hand on which they could make a How safe will she be?
Pass
Redble
DEAR READER: This is a tough
grand slam!
Opening lead
seven of hearts.
At the third table,the U.S. West question.
Several decades ago, doctors truly
opened three spades, which everySome years ago, a British Co- body passed! This was easily made believed that women were incapable
of giving birth without medical atten
lumbia team journeyed to nearby as the Canadian pair at this
table
tion. This sexist view ran directly
Seattle to play a team-of-eightmatch also didn't utter a peep.
against a Pacific Northwest team.
At the fourth table, the U.S. counter to common sense and experi
ence. After all, women have succegsThe U.S. team won the 64-board West also opened three spades.
Af- fully given birth
since the beginning of
match by 4,240 points.
111100.4.116
tertwo passes,South decided to put
One deal produced a startling up a fight. He bid four diamonds, time without medical intervention.
. But the out-moded popular belief
Series of results and indicates how which everyone passed, and
some- was that doctors "had"
babies, not the
bridge players' minds run in differ- how went down two for a loss of
100 mothers themselves. Obstetrici
ans
ent channels.
ELYT NOW MY WILDEST"
points.
perpetuated this misperception by
At one of the four tables, the
DREf1M3 ARE P.3001"
All together,the U.S.team gained administering general anesthesia
, so
PAVING MR rr111 .
bidding went as shown. The U.S. 1,490 points on the hand, but
they that women "wouldn't feel the pain- of
South gotdoubled atfiveclubs,North would have fared even better if at labor. Some
feminists have correctly
redoubled, and declarer then took one table they had not passed out
a concluded -that old-fashioned child
all the tricks for a score of 1,150 grand slam hand!
birth was really geared to keep the
(male) doctor in control.
•
Tomorrow: A torturous experience.
In the past few years. more and
more women have been choosing nat
ural childbirth, and the procedure is
- as you'd expect - perfectly safe.
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no-doubt.
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URA
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RADAR
MAE
YEN course, she should also have had an
sheep
29 — favor
ultrasound exam to make su're that
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30 Direction
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tion and can be delivered without
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complications.
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Yet
I understand your very real conFamily
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cerns, too. There is greater risk with
Values"
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she should get all her ducks in a row:
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DEAR MRS. R.B.:-No. Your
neighbor has the right to sunbathe in the-nude in the privacy

+ A 74
•A 986 3
•A

CATHY

110••••••

DEAR ABBY..My 11-year-old son
recently hit a ball over the fence into
our neighbor's back yard. He went
into their yard, tbinking nu one was.
home. Well, the owner of the house
and a friend i both women') were sunbathing in the nude. According to my
son, ttiey did not seem bothered by
his surprise appearance, so he got
his ball and left.
I told my son it was wrong to go
into someone's yard without permission. However. I am bothered by the
fact that my neighbor sunbathes in
the nude. My son can climb the
trees in ouf ‘'aid to peek, which no
doubt he will, now that he-knows
what goes on next door. Also,
because the women didn't object to
his coming to pick up his ball. I fear
he may intentionally hit balls over
the fence as an excuse to go over
theieal get an e)efL11. There will
be-many-times &Whir the -Aniliner
when I will nut be home to make
sure he does ii6t4n either.
Abby, shoutd I ask my neighbor
to please refrain from sunbathing in
the nude?MRS. R.B. IN
SANTA(TARIM,CALIF.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

BLONDIE

"lab

DEAR ABBY

the New York Theater.
In 1919, President Wilson received a tumultuous welcome in New
..-Ray-bad-its--enettai fettftton - on----Yerk-C-ity-after his -rennii=from the -Wibaittes Pee-Cenferenee-h
t

A new bridge over Muckbranch Creek will connect Dexter
and Wadesboro. It is 42 feet long
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DEATHS
Rudy C. Rogers

Stock Market Report
Dow Joan lad. Avg..5565.13 • 11.51
DJ1A Previous Close _.-.5388.14
Alr Products
563/4 • 'Is

Mrs. Edna Mae Glick Holland

Rudy C. Rogers, 82, Sherwood Forrest, Mayfield, died Friday, July
Mrs. Edna Mae Glick Holland, 95, Keenland Drive, Murray, died
5, 1996, at 8:53 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
Friday, July 5, 1996, at 9:45 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of MurrayHe had built and was former owner of Dairy Hill, Dairyland and
Calloway County Hospital.
Midtown restaurants at Mayfield. He was a member of Highpoint
She had worked in the office of National Machinery Co., Tiffin,
Baptist Church, Mayfield.
Ohio, until she was 72 years of age. She was a member of First United
His first wife, Mrs. Dorothy Mae Rogers, one stepson, Billy Luter,
Methodist Church, Murray, and Murray Rose & Garden Club; and a
one sister, Mrs. Zetra Townsend, and four brothers, Neely Rogers,
former member of Alpha and Home Departments of Murray Woman's
Novice Rogers, Elvis Rogers and Mayburn Rogers, preceded him in
Club.
Jea th.
Her husband, Oscar Hunter Holland Jr., died in March 1930. Her
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Annie Mae Luter Rogers; two
son-in-law, Robert Brown, and two brothers, Cecil Glick and Lewis
.i.iughters, Mrs. Suie Ivy, Mayfield, and Mrs. lo Ann Wehmeier, MilGlick, also preceded her in death. Born April 17, 1901, she was the
A..idt, Ill.; two sons, Lee Rogers, Farmington, and Lynn Rogers, Phoedaughter of the late Elva Glick and Etta Wilcox Glick.
IA, Ariz.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Jeanette Davenport, New Bern,
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Margaret (Peggy) Holland
N.C.; two sisters, Mrs. Cozie Mae Sullivan, Mayfield, and Mrs. OdraBrown, Murray; one granddaughter, Mrs. Luanne Brown Patterson and
Adams, Lone Oak.
husband, Mathew, Dallas, Texas; one grandson, Robert Steven Brown
The funeral will be today at 1 p.m,in the chanel of Byrn Funeral_—MI wife, Gayle, Lexington;. three great-grandchildren, Courtney
Pat--MaYfield- The Rev ALCohb.
Han* Yauss-will----terson,-Ana-P-attersond-George Rubcit Brown:- three -nieres, Lula
,ficiate.
Wingart, Bascom, Ohio, Mary Pierce, Alice, Texas, and Nancy HelPallbearers. will be Mark Rogers, Craig Rogers, Kelly Rogers, Keith
lum, Sinton, Texas.
,gers, Jeremy Rogers Fulton and Christopher Rogers Fulton. Burial
Graveside services will be today at 3 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
II follow in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
The Rev. Russ Sisson will officiate.
Friends may call at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home from 2 to 3 p.m.
today (Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to First
United Methodist Church, Murray, or a favorite charity.
The funeral for Elmer D. Williams was Saturday at 11 a.m. in the
iapel of White-Ranson Funeral Home, Inc., Union City, Tenn. The
Bobby Williams officiated. Burial was in Old Republican Cemet--.y,oUnion City.
Mr. Williams, 86, of 1385 Sunswept Dr., Union City, Tenn., died
Preston Dale Lane, 55, Cookeville, Tenn., died Friday, July 5, 1996,
Wednesday, July 3, 1996, at 10 a.m. at Martin Health Care Center,
at
a hospital there.
Martin, Tenn.
, He was a longtime, employee of Fleetguarst_Inc...Cookeville.
Surviyorsjnclude four sons, Woodrow Williams and Jerry Austin
-Suriiifori include his wife, Mrs. Julie Nowlin Lane; one daughter,
Williams, Union City, Tenn., and Elmer Russell Williams and RaySusan Paige Lane, Cookeville; two sons, John Taylor Lane, Cookevilmond Eugene Williams, Corning, Ark.; several grandchildren; several
le, and Andrew Preston Lane and wife, Angel Reid Lane, Juneau,
great-grandchildren; several great-great-grandchildren.
Alaska; one grandchild, Maria Paige Lane, Juneau; one sister, Mrs.
Nancy Lane Drake, Hardeeville, S.C.; one brother, David Paul Lane,
Atlanta, Ga..
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church, Cookeville.
Pallbearers will be John Rollins, Ottis Phillips Jr., David Storm,
Mel Koontz, Tom Lawrence and Jim Morton. Burial will follow in
Nash Cemetery with Hooper & Huddleston Funeral Home, Cookeville,
in charge of arrangements.
Memorials may be made to Lazarus House Hospice, 260 W. 5th St.,
Cookeville, Tenn.
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Elmer D. Williams

Preston Dale Lane

Taste What Everyone Is
Talking About
Dine in our rustic atmosphere or carry out to your patio picnic.
Hickory, Mesquite
and Oak Fla‘ored

By flu'

1617
Hwy. 121
Bypass

Mon.-Sat.
11-8:30

753-3985

Sunday
11-2:30

Customed Designed...

Bob Hardy Little

Pictured are students who participated in a swim camp at Murray SON
University.

Students attend
MSU summer camp
Several local middle-school students attended a summer camp
sponsored by Educational Talent
Search (ETS)of Murray State University, announced Odelsia Torian,
ETS director.
"Campers enjoyed a variety of
ictivities, but the most popular
seemed to be using the Internet.
:en those who had never used the
aternet were able to successfully
find a great deal of interesting and
valuable information through this
-iigh-tech communication tool," she
"Another popular activity was the
video scavenger hunts," said Torian. "We put video cameras in the
hand of the tampers and they filmed
items from their hunt list. One hunt
was for careers found on a university campus; the other was scenes
from a typical day in the life of a
college student. Besides learning
through this activity, the campers
enjoyed watching each other's videos."
Campers also worked on computers in a CAD (computer aided
design) lab, watched a laser demonstration, solved a mystery, played
group games, and enjoyed some
-free time in the Curris Center game
room.
Participating local students were
Tara Bogard, Courtney Catlett,
Cortland Catlett, Jennifer Cooney,
Angela Duncan, Angel Henson,
Tommy Mills, Jennifer Oliver,
Joshua Owen, Chesley Thomas,
Susan Thorn, and Autumn West of
Calloway County Middle School.
From Murray Middle School
were Brook Boggess, Brittany Jackson, Joshua Leach, Matthew Mil-

ton, Rachel Morgan, and Matthew
Sparks. These students participate
in Educational Talent Search
throughout the year at their school.
Educational Talent Search is a
federally funded program of the
U.S. Department of Education(USDOE).
In order to qualify far ETS
services, students must apply
through their school and meet
criteria set forth by USDOE regulations. Additionally, students must
show potential for pursuing postsecondary education after high
school graduation. Students attend
monthly workshops with an educational specialist at their school.
Workshop topics are designed to
help students succeed in school as
well as prepare them to continue
their education after high school.
Workshop topics include study
skills, test taking skills, career exploration, choosing a college, how
to apply to college, how to apply for
financial aid, and studying for the
ACT.
Educational Talent Search at
Murray State University serves
middle and high schools in the
following counties: Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Marshall. A program for adult reentry students who need assistance
in continuing their education (beyond high school or GED) is also
available for those who meet USDOE criteria.
For more information about ETS,
you may contact the counselor at
your child's school or call the ETS
office at 502-762-3168 (1-800347-6787
outside
Calloway
County).
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502-753-7702
101 Airport

Rd. • Murray • Tommy Cunningham, Designer

Mrs. La Rue S. Riley
Graveside services for Mrs. La Rue S. Riley were Tuesday, June
11, at 11 a.m. at Frankfort Cemetery, Frankfort. The Rev. David Hilton officiated. Rogers Funeral Home, Frankfort, was in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Riley, 82, Owenton Manor, died Saturday, June 8, 1996, at
Owen county Memorial Hospital following a long illness.
A native of Murray, she had lived in Paris, Tenn., and Louisville
where she was a bookkeeper for Courtesy Cadillac.
• Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Ann Seppenfield, Frankfort;
one son, F.H.(Buck) Riley, Brookfield, Wis.; four grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Franklin County Senior Citizens Center or Owenton Manor Activities Fund.

BEAT THE HEAT
Hi-Efficiency Room
Air Conditioner
• Hi-efficiency,
8.2/8.2 EER.
• 22,000/21,700 BTU.

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your
auto insurance.

i

• 230/208 volts, 11.5/
12.7 amps.
• 3 cooling/2 fan only
speeds.

rigr
illik\---•

• 10-position thermostat.

Model AVM22DA

• Easy-to-clean
slide-out filter.

659

Ashley Ross

Ross Insurance Agency

ON„ $

753-0489 • 600 Main St

Murray Appliance & TV
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212 E. Main St.
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"Your G.E. Jenn Air & Hotpoint Dealer"

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

EXAMINATION
NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY
You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

5.
6.
7.
8.

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9.
10.
11.
12.

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

and pains.

Dr. Dennis L. Waken, D.C.

This examination normally costs $3000 or more. It will include a chiropractic
orthopedic test,
a chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,
an
examination for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength
and a
private consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entre examination is FREE.
If you want more care and
treatment, we do all the paperwork.

FREE.

Open Saturdays Until Noon

rn

Holland Tire Co.

DISCLAIMER OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTECTS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR
EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF
AND
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT •

ANY OTHER SERVICES.

ALL for
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East Main • 753-5606

FIRESTONE • BF GOODRICH
,
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The funeral for Bob Hardy Little was Sunday at 2 p.m. at Zion's
Cause Baptist Church. The Rev. Gary Cruse and the Rev. Deward
Hurst officiated. Burial was in -Blewett Cemetery with Filbeck & Cann
Funeral Home, Benton, om charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
Zion's Cause Baptist Church Building Fund or Bleweu Cemetery
Fund, c/o Dennis Foust, 765 Sir Charles Court, Calvert City, KY
42029.
Mr. Little, 40, Benton, died Wednesday, July 3, 1996, at 6:50 p.m.
at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Minnie Grace Little, Benton;
two sisters, Mrs. Gwyn Pace, Benton, and Mrs. Ann Foust, Calvert
City; three nieces, Sarah Pace, Elizabeth Pace and Catherine Foust;
one nephew, Chandler Foust.

Complete Lunch and
Dinner Menu
Free Side Dishes
Charbroiled !Limburgers
Sandwich, Phut, or hy
Ill.? Pound.
Banquet & Meeting Facilities
— Serving Ribs Daily —
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RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY.CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
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HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER

$30
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301 N. 12th Street
CAIrROW.
BRING THIS COUPON
(at University Square)
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Murray, Ky. 42071
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